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Whether you're a returning
student, a transfer or an incoming
freshman. The Guardian — along
with Wright State University's
crammed parking lots and cleverly
dug-up sidewalks — welcomes
you.
Having made it onto campus
(and perhaps even to class), you've
certainly witnessed a bit of Wright
State's amazing propensity for poor
planning. But despite it all, our
favorite university (Wright State,
that is) has managed to endure and
even prosper throughout most of its
28-year existence.
The WSU community returns
this fall after a landmark 1991-92
school year. After joining the
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NCAA's Division I
ranks in 1987,
the men's and
''
women's swimming
teams last year brought
home the school's first-ever
conference titles.
The Raider baseball team also
captured a conference title,
only to be thwarted by the
NCAA at tournament
selection time. Three
local handicapped
j.
athletes also qualified for
the Paralympics team that
travelled to Barcelona.
Back on campus, students
debated the merits of selling
condoms from our candy
machines.
All •his took
place while Wright
State — along with
*
all Ohio state schools
— endured the financial
bloodletting administered by
Ohio's self-proclaimed
"education governor."
This past summer, a parade of
WSU professors have once again
earned more awards than you can
shake a stick at At the same time,
the university's administrators
decided students — the average
student age at Wright State is 26.3
years — could no longer smoke in
any campus building.
Within these pages you'll find
the good, the bad and the
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controversial issues facing Wright
State University this year.
In addition to the events and
plans that have passed relatively
unnoticed these past few months,
you may also notice the
reconstruction of the Founders
Quadrangle. Odd as it may seem,
we were assured last year that this
construction would be completed
by Aug. 19 (in plenty of time for
the new school year).
When these and similar issues

arise, some of the most asked
questions become, "Who cares?"
and "What difference does it
make?"
But a time comes when we
have to accept responsibility for the
decisions that effect us. Perhaps
buying those decisions for almost
$ 1.000 every quarter should
empower us to make that stand.
Welcome to Wright State
University.
— The Guardian
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Library policies revised for new schc DI year
not come from the university, it
comes from tuition."
The course reserve policy on
Students will find a few the use of photocopies for reserve
changes this quarter at the Paul collections has also been revamped.
In compliance with the WS"'
Lawrence Dunbar Library
The changes — which will policy on copyright and with federal
copyright laws, the University
stampout inconsistencies between
the Dunbar and Fordham libraries Libraries will attempt to secure
— will allow faculty and staff to permission from the copyright
borrow an item for a period of 77 holder before items may be photocopied for the reserve collection
days.
The library requires at least four
All other borrowers may check
out an item for up to 28 days. weeks advance notice, to ensure
Every borrower is permitted two that the libraries receive copyright
renewals before the item must be permission in time to process ma'terial for the following quarter.
returned.
Until permission is received,
WSU faculty and staff are limited to borrowing 50 items at a photocopies for the reserve collectime and students are limited to 30 tion will only be permitted if all of
items at a time. If a borrowed item the conditions set forth by the "fair
is needed for course reserves or use" guidelines arc met.
The requirements of these
for another borrower, the item is
guidelines arc as follows:
subject to recall.
•The library in which the reAnother change in the circulation policy is the implementation serve collection is located owns a
offinesfor all borrowers. There copy of the work from which the
will be a grace period of 20 days. photocopy will be made.
•The photocopied item is selecAt the end of the grace period a
fine of SI .75 per day will be lev- tive of the whole. For example, a
ied. After 35 days, a flat charge of chapter from a book, an articic
from a periodical, etc.
S25 per item will be charged.
•Multiple photocopies are limThe item will be declared lost
if not returned after 35 days and a ited to nine titles per course during
$75 minimum replacement fee will a single quarter.
•The item was not used in a
be added to the S25 fine. The
borrower will be notified by an previous quarter by the same inoverdue notice before being fined. structor.
•Photocopies of the same item
Also starting this year, all nonWSU borrowers may have to pay are not in reserve for more than one
S20 per year for use of the library. course by the same instructor.
Instructors will also need to
"We are state assisted and want
to make the library available to complete a form verifying complithe public," said PatriciaO. Walker ance with fair use and accepting
of Yellow Springs, associate uni- legal liability. At the end of each
versity librarian at the Dunbar quarter, photocopies will be reLibrary. "A lot of our budget does turned to the instructor.
By BECKY RUEF
Staff Writer

Photo by Dave Hwang

New library policies combined with new computer network are a few of the changes.

Library joins computer network
By BECKY RUEF
Staff Writer
A new state-wide library system
called OhioLINK has been installed
in the Paul Lawrence Dunbar
Library.
This system will link 17
universities (two private and 15
public) to the state library and
replaces the old COLS system the
library had been using.
WSU faculty, staff, students and
the public can search for items by
title, author, subject, medical
subject, words in titles, series, call
numbers and other numeric

W e are trying to create
a better information
environment for our
students."
—Douglas N. Kaylor

indexes, library information and
reserve lists.
"We are trying to create a better
information environment for our
students." said Douglas N. Kaylor
of Dayton, head of reference at the

Dunbar Library.
Kaylor believes OhioLINK is
a better system because it is very
direct, simple and straight
forward.
It takes the users through step
by step helping them find what
they are looking for, added Kaylor.
Wright State benefits from
OhioLINK because it is a faster
computer. Kaylor said.
He expects that within the next
two years the whole state will be
covered by OhioLINK.
"OhioLINK is making
information more available to you
(the library user)," said Kaylor.

Grandhi selected for Golding professorship
Awards Received

Ramana Grandhi

•1990 — Up & Coiners Award
given by Price Waterhouse and the
Muse Machine.
•1989-90—The Excellence in Research Award from WSU's College of Engineering and Computer
Science.
•1988-90 — Dow Outstanding
Young Faculty Award.
•1987 — The Society of Automotive Engineers Ralph Teetor Outstanding Faculty Award; and the
Outstanding Young Man of
America Award for Research.

By DAWN E. LEGER
Staff Writer
Ramana Grandhi, Ph.D., associate professor of mechanical and
materials engineering at Wright
State, has been recently named the
university's Brage Golding Distinguished Professor of Research.
"I was extremely pleased, surprised and honored upon receiving
this award." Grandhi said. He is
one of only seven professors who
may hold the title at one time.
Brage Golding. of whom the
title is given in recognition, served
as Wright State's first president

from 1966 to 1972. Grandhi will
receive S1.000 for each of the three
years he holds the title, as well as
an additional SI,500 each year to
fund his teaching, service and scholarly activities.
He was selected by Charles
Hathaway. Ph.D., vice president of
Academic Affairs, for his outstanding research contributions and service to the university. Grandhi's
innovative research techniques in
fields such as Multidisciplinary
Optimazation have attracted many
graduates to similiar progruns in
the College of Engineering and
Computer Science. He has als'o re-

cently assembled a research team
of 15 engineers to look into four
separate externally funded projects.
More than 75 of Grandhi's technical papers have been published
in professional journals and conference proceedings. His publications, many of which concern the
field of Mulddisciplinary Engineering, discuss the design of aircraft
structures.
Grandhi also expressed hope of
his future plans for the College of
Engineering and Computer Science. "We are getting into some
new fields in the next year." he
said.
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WSU community leader
receives Nutter Award

The Guarciio'

3

Wild times...

By DAWN E. LEGER
Staff Writer
"I came to Greene County 25
} ars ago and decided I was going
to stay and make this (Greene
Memorial Hospital) the best
hospital I knew how in three to five
years. There was always a
challenge on die side, and I always
stood up to that," said Herman N.
Menapace, associate clinical
professor of WSU's department of
community medicine, as he
accepted the ErvinJ. Nutter Award
at a ceremony August 30.
According to Ralph Harper,
Greene County Administrator and
chair of the Ervin J. Nutter Award
Committee, the local citation
uaditionally "honors and
recognizes a person or persons who
have distinguished themselves
within Greene County."
In Greene County alone,
Menapace's activities range from
the Boardof theTecumseh Council
T h e r e was always a challenge on the side, and I of Boy Scouts of America to the
Govemor'sTask Force for theOhio
always stood up to that . .
Veterans Children's Home, on
—Herman N. Menapace
which he recently served.
Mcnapacc is better known for
his presidency of Greene Memorial
Hospital in Xenia. His
administrative leadership atGMH
— one of the area's largest and
most prosperous community
hospitals — represents 24 years of
service to the health care industry
of Greene County and beyond.
In 1976, he established Greene
Hall, one of Ohio's first substance
abuse treatment programs, which
iscurrently housed in the hospital's
adjacent wing.
During his carccr Menapace has
been awarded a succession of
awards and recognitions for his
mentoring and managcrialabilitics
as well as for his outstanding
community service. At a time when
Greene Memorial was facing
serious financial trouble. Menapace
"came along and pulled us out of
that crisis and somehow managed
to make the hospital solvent," said
Dr. Carl Hyde, GMH's Chief of
Staff. Hyde added that Mcnapacc
has been very energetic in
recru iting good comm unity doctors
and initialing programs designed
to enhance their education.
"As long as I'm in Greene
County, I will continue to try to
make it a better place to live, and
work towards that and whatever
else I am asked to do," Menapace
Herman Menapace and wife Marge laugh at humorous
assured.
anecdote told by old friend Donald Newklrk.

noebjr MnHudm

Two festival goers to the Fall Fast held at the Nutter
Center last month enjoy themselves on what appears
to be an emptyride.Their fun was obviously not
dampened by the lack of other riders.

Business students
win national
research award
Three WSU business management students were recently honored at an awards ceremony in Las
Vegas.
The students received the Society for Human Resource
Management's 1992 Ted Henry
Research Award for their work in
conducting a statistical analysis of
a Miami Valley Human Resource
Association membership survey.
The students, overa nine month
period, gathered data about the understanding of the Americans With
Disabilities Act of 1990 — which
went into effect on Jan. 27.
Their project, entitled "Empirical Study of the Effectiveness of
ADA Training," was completed in

January with the assistance of the
MVHRA and the Wright State
University departmentof management
Graduate students Kathryn
Flynn, Annette M.Ford and senior
Tammy S. Locke eachreceiveda
cash award of $1,000, a complete
set of the SHRM Handbook of
Personnel and Industrial Relations
and a commemorative plaque.
In addition, their award-winning project will be featured ir
future SHRM publications.
Dr. Ann Wednt, assistant professor of management and the students' project advisor, received a
commemorative plaque as well foi
her guidance.

Model U.N. is looking for a
few good WSU students
Wright State's Model United Nations team, last year, won the to;
award. Outstanding Delegation, at the National Collegiate Model Unito
Nations conference in New York City. This represents the twelfth yea
in a row that Wright State has won one of the top awards in New Yorka record of success unmatched by any other university in the world. Las
year more than 1,600 students from 140universitiesinfivccountricsioo
part.
Wright State's Model U.N. delegation is open to students from a
majors and colleges. Students are selected for the team by returnin
student delegates on the basis of a competitive application and interview
process. Key skills we're looking for include speaking ability, knowledg
of the world around you, and a winning personality.
We encourage anyone interested in finding out more about the Mod(
United Nations to attend a no obligation information meeting at 3:0
p.m., Sept. 24,175 Milieu.
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Cigarettes go up in smoke with new policy
eas" were created around campus
and smoking was permitted in private offices.
Students returning this year who In the spring of 1989, the task
are smokers may have smoke com- force recommended that smoking
ing out of their ears with a new be restricted to areas having sepapolicy that takes effect on the first rate ventilation systems. However,
day of classes. The new policy the cost of creating such areas was
prohibits smoking throughout ail found to be prohibitive. In addiuniversity buildings. Smoking will tion, current healing, ventilation
and air conditioning facilities in
only be permitted outdoors.
"I believe that the sufficient the buildings were not equipped to
amount of time has passed, we've filter out smoke toxins from the air.
"None of our buildings have an
phased in slowly and given the
community three years to get used air circulation system that can disto the idea. 1 think it's time that wcpose of smoke in a g iven area [and)
take the next step," said Wright it is recirculated as secondary
Slate President Paige E. Mulhollan smoke," Mulhollan asserted.
"There arc sufficient numbers of
of the new smoking policy.
In 1988, in response to a re- people who are bothered — many
quest from Student Government, to the point of illness — and suffithe president appointed a Univer- cient medical evidence now to insity Task FOrce on Smoking to dicate that secondary smoke is
examine the issue. Based on rec- harmful."
ommendations from the task force, Mulhollan said that some facwhich constituted faculty, staff and ulty, staff and students have exstudents, Mulhollan approved a pressed to him on many occasions
policy making Wright State "gen- their desire that the university lake
erally smoke-free" April 1,1990. gradual steps toward a policy that
In order to moderate the policy's would be as "smoke-free" as posimpact on the smoking population sible.
WSU's steps toward a "smokeof the university, smoking cessation programs were offered to em- free" policy "is something the uniployees and their spouses during versity should be a leader in and
spring quarter 1990. In addition, not a follower of," Mulhollan
several "designated smoking ar- stated. "An institution such as a

By DAWN E. LEGER
StafT Writer

"I
I

time has passed ... I
think it's time that we
take the next step."
—Paige fc jlhollan

Guards"

MACK KMDIIR

Noble Homai^s
LARGE PIZZA

NEXUS ^
Welcome to
^
Wnght Stale While
"<>Ck
you're out here we encourage
you topickupa copy ot The
Guardian, tune your radio to WWSU
and check out the latest copy ot
Nexus, published
quarterly. Take
advantage ol your
student media For more
information stop by 046
University Center

Ptxno by Daw H w i n j

Thousands of Wright State community members will be
affected by the Presidents new smoke free policy. The
university, a public agency, should new policy will go Into effect Monday, when classes start.
serve as a model to the commu- The policy Is the next step In Wright State's attempt to
lead the way to a smoke free envlroment.
nity."
Paige Mulhollan

WELCOME
INTRODUCING YOUR
STUDENT MEDIA

believe that the

sufficient amount of

OFFER INCLUDES
ANY 14" HAND
TOSSED OF SUPERTHIN
CHEESE PIZZA. OR ANY LARGE SICILIAN
OR PAN BRIO CHEESE PAN PIZZA.
99? PER ADDITIONAL TOPPING.

FREE DELIVERY CALL 878-1178
Noble Roman's Pi/./a
274 E. Dayton Yellow Springs
(Next to Kroger's and K-Mart)

Limited Delivery Area
Minimum $ 5 . 0 0 order.
Deleivery after 5pm. O f f e r not
valid with other discounts.

"BLOOM <ROOM
Dried, silk, and fresh flowers
for every occasion

GRAND OPENING
10% Discount with
any Wright State I.D.
University Shoppes II
2828 Colonel Glenn Highway
Fairborn, OH 45324
Phone: 426-2144

FAX: 426-6052
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WSU faces plethora of parking changes
By THOMAS J. LUCENTE, Jr. include more Raider Express may also purchase ar E (evening)
shuttle buses with two routes in- pass.
News Editor
Graduate students were permitstead of one, changing parking lot
It is an area of continued frus- names to numbers, a revamped ted to start purchasing the C pertration for students at Wright State. parking permit system, new park- mits Aug. 24, while student emNew students will soon learn the ing lot signs. Public Safety bicycle ployees began purchasing on Aug.
patrols and color coded parking 31.
hobby of complaining about it.
The rest of the student body
It is not midterms, not final lines.
There will no longer be any F began buying their permits yesterexams, not term papers. Parking,
and when tuition bills were received (faculty) or S (staff) permits. Those day.
Kretzer said the $5 addition to
this fall there was a S5 reminder of permits will be combined into a
students' fees w«i> used to purnew B permit.
the problem.
chase
additional buses and revamp
The
remaining
lots
will
be
conThis year is no different from
previous years in that changes arc solidated into a new C (student) the lots with new signs and painted
lines.
going to be made to the parking permit.
Eventually, he added, the gravel
The Kauffman Road (K) lot,
system at Wright State.
The difference is in the extent lots 7 and 8 at the Nutter Center and lots will be paved.
Another change expected bethe
other
gravel
lots
will
remain
of the changes to take place.
Robert L. Krctzer, assistant di- general parking, while A (reserved) fore the end of the school year is
rector of Public Safety in chargc of permits will also remain relatively the ability to purchase parking permits whenregisteringfor classes
parking, believes the changes will unchanged.
C permits are S15 a quarter or instead of making a separate trip,
simplify matters.
said Kretzer.
S40
per
academic
year.
Students
Changes, according to Kretzer,

The Guardian
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WSU students study
marine life first hani
It's not unusual for students to flock to the beach, esj illy
during spring break. Most concentrate on the waves and 5 ind
don't notice the abundant marine life surrounding then- . me
Wright State University students had a chance to take a closer ook
at the ocean and its inhabitants — through snorkelling masks,
microscopes and in their own hands.
Twelve students took a trip to Duke University Marine Labs in
Beaufort, N.C., to get their hands wet while studying marine
organisms in the area. The trip, taken every year since the late
1960s, is part of Wright State's Biology of Selected Marine Environments class.
The class spends 35 hours during two weeks in the summer
studying the physical, geological and chemical parameters of the
sea that can be experienced in various marine environments. At the
end of their studies, the students in the class travel to Beaufort for
another full week to get hands-on experience not available in
Dayton.
Other classes normally study Dayton-area fresh water habitats,
including Cedar Bog, the Bcavcrcreek Wetlands and the Little
Miami River, according to Dr. James P. Amon of Dayton, WSU
associate professor of biological sciences and trip leader.

GET OFF YOUR
G O LF^N ' G AMES

SUZUKI.

Everyday vehides dial aren't'

SEE THEM TIDAY AT

36 Hole Miniature Golf
Bumper Boats
Batting Cages
Slow & Fast Pitch,
Softball, T-Ball, Baseball
Arcade/ Redemption Prizes
Party Rooms
Snack Bar & Restaurant
All Event Passes Save *600

The
Guardian
is accepting
applications
for the position of

Assistant
News Editors

3220 Dayton-Xenia Road
(Corner N. Fairfield Rd.)

Beavercreek

429-5959

Hours: Sun-Thurs., 10 A.M. • 11 P.M.
Fri. and Sat., 10 A.M-12 Midnight

Easy Access From
I-67S & US 35

COUPON
OLDSMO BILE-JAGUAR
SUZUKI
UIT UQS; Main Slreei lixit off 1-75 Nonh or Soulh bound (I block north)

838 North Main Street, Dayton 224-1051

yv

Valid One
Round of Golf
Free

Two positions arc
currently open.
Duties include
assisting the News
Editor in assigning,
writing, and editing
news stories.
Journalism
background
helpful. For more
information or to
fill out an
application stop
by 046
University Center.
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When Another is Purchased
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Guardian
The Guardian i- in independent
newspaper printed weekly during the regular
school year and monthly during the summer
The newspaper is published by students of
Wright State University and printed on
recycled raper. Offices are located at 046
University Center. Wrighi State University.
Dayton, Ohio 45435.
Editorials without bylines reflect a
majority of the editorial board. Edit, vials with
bylines reflect the opinion of the writer. Views
expressed in columns and cartoons are those of
the writers and artists.
The Guardian reserves the right to censor,
reject or disapprove of any advertising copy in
accordance with any present or future
advertising acceptance rules established by The
Guardian.
© 1992 The Guardian
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• Letters should have the writer's signature,
printed full name, daytime telephone
number and class standing if applicable.
• Letters should have fewer than 400
words. The Guardiai. reserves the right
to condense letters.
• The Guardian hopes to cover a diverse
range of topics, therefore letters which
duplicate others may be omitted.
• Letters that are libelous or offensive will
be rejected. Letters which request money
from readers will be rejected.
• When responding to another writer's
letter, refer to the date and headline.
• The Guardian reserves the right to reject
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— Letters
046 University Center
Wright State University
Dayton, Ohio 45435

Thermodynamics' s ;cond
law ate my homework
By JEFF MONT 30MERY
Op/Ed Page Editor
One summer, not too many years
ago, I attended a summer biology
course at the Ohio University branch
in Chillicothe. Looking back, the
one remnant of studious intent that I
carried away wich me has little to do
with biology. Rather, it delves into
that mysticalfieldof physics. Mystical, you say? Well, to my professor
it was. He was the one who, on a
summer day as my buns slowly
sweated themselves to a plastic chair,
revealed to me and my classmates
the physical world'sabsolutionof all
mishap, the mantra of modern damage assessment and the reason your
shoelaces break, the Second Law of
Thermodynamics.
you expend energy and effort to clean radiation. This is referred to as "heat
The Second Law of Thermody- it up. In cleaning your room, you death," a state of maximum molecunamics? (yawn) Doesn't that have increase the amount of ordered en- lar disorder, or maximum entropy.
something to do with rockets? No, ergy in the room.
You don' t have to start making those
that's the first law. I know, they're
But, you say, doesn't that go con- banners yet, however. This isn't
easy to confuse. For those of you not trary to the Second Law? I have just slated to happen for at least another
nodding sagely (or nodding off) at created more ordered energy. You ten thousand million years. (For
this point, let me whip out my trusty have, but you also expended ordered those of you, like me, who are math'76 World Book Dictionary. The energy doing it, in the form of sound, ematically challenged, that's a one
Second Law of Thermodynamics is heat radiated from your body, air with 10 zeros behind it)
defined as follows: "Heat will, of its friction, etc. In fact you expended
What is the upshot of all this? It's
own accord, flow only from a hot much more ordered energy that you something like a real-life Murphy's
object to a cold object" Wow, thanks. created. You increased the amount Law: Things always go wrong! Your
That explains it all.
of local ordered energy, but in doing shoelace broke because of the SecActually, I don't have to tell you so you decreased the amount of or- ond Law, and there was nothing you
that your coffee gets colder, not hot- dered energy in the universe. You could do about it. That was the only
»<T; as you sit around not drinking it. have increased universal entropy.
thing that shoelace was ever going to
This Law has other implications,
Don't feel bad. It is entropy, one do. Sooner or later, it was going to
however. First of all, it introduces of the arrows of time, that allows us break. The same thing with flat tires,
the concept of entropy; the measure to be here in thefirstplace. Entropy forgotten lunch dates, messy rooms,
of disorder in a system. The Second makes the metabolism of food and even (unfortunately) disasters such
Law states that everything in the the expenditure of ordered energy as Hurricane Andrew. So you
universe is sliding toward greater for cleaning rooms or anything else needn't get upset over setbacks.
entropy. Stated another way, the possible. Entropy, I think we can You're working against the Second
amount of ordered energy in the uni- safely say, is good.
Law and you can't win. You can't
verse is always decreasing.
It is theorized by some that there row against the tide. You can't even
An example; your bedroom. If will come a time when all ordered row with the tide. Might as well pull
you are like every other human be- energy is expended. All the stars are in your oars and don't sweat the
ing, and the Second Law says you burnt out and protons and neutrons small stuff.
are, your room gets messy unless have decayed into light particles and
And remember, it's all small stuff.
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WWSU to institute new format

A s the new general manager for Wright
/ l State's voice over the airwaves, WWSUFM, I read with some interest the column
"Turn Off The Radio" in The Guardian's August 12 issue. We are currently in a state of
transition at WWSU, and our "captive" audience. As a result,
we are currently programming a
we are instituting a new
new format known as "College
music format for this
Rock." This format will move
coming fall. With these
away from the top-heavy alternachanges in mind, the
station can use any con- tive mix of music that labeled us in
the past, and inject some more
structive criticism that
may be directed our way. familiar artists and labels. INXS,

over the air. As an educational
medium, our task is to use this
opportunity to teach. We will do
so, to the best of our ability.
Aside from our format shows,
there will be specialty shows that
cover some special interests of our
audience, including metal, classic
rock, techno, women artists, urban/
rap and new age shows, to name a
few. Our news and sports departments will possibly offer some
call-in analysis shows highlighting
topics and guests of current interest
to the Wright State community,
and our education and special
R.E.M., U2, plus our alternative
Change of any type can be
disturbing at times, especially if cuts and local bands, will hopefully events department will work to
promote our station around Wright
it challenges accepted "norms," serve as a springboard for new
whether in one's personal values listeners. We are simply broaden- State, while presenting to the
or beliefs. Herewith, a preview ing our music base, so as to present campus at-large our commitment
of some new directions WWSU a more enjoyable listening experi- to quality programming and community service.
ence to the Wright State student.
will be traveling in the fall:
WWSU is dedicated to presentWWSU is instituting a major As a result of this format shift,
ing an educational opportunity for
shift in its listening audience to some volunteer DJs are yet to
students and other interested
cover primarily the Wright State come up to speedregardinghow
our new format will be presented
individuals to learn more about
residential student, as they are

how WSU Student Media can
enrich the college learning
experience. Through specific
instruction and involvement in a
licensed, student-run radio
station, we hope to present an
experience different from the
typical in-class lecture model.
We may be rough around the
edges at times in our presentation, but if the enthusiasm and
effort by our current staff is any
indication, fall quarter will be the
start of a new age in college
radio. Join us by registering for
COM 130 or 330, and help us
give the Wright State student a
choice in radio that they cannot
find anywhere else in the Miami
Valley. Weremain106.9 FM,
The Best In College Rock. Turn
us on, and turn us up.

I am utterly disgusted at the
article written on "Enviro-nazis"
in the August 12 issue of The
Guardian, and grieved that
Wright State University would
allow such fascist statements to be
released from one of its publications.
It is completely ironic to me
that while the writer contends that
environmentalists are dictatorial
in their pursuit of saving species
from total eradication (creatures
which have absolutely no determination in politics and how their
lives and habitats are altered), the
writer betrays his own inclination
to believe that humans are the
"master race," entitled to run and
rain the lives of the voiceless.

thereby becoming more aligned
with the master race he advocates?
Where was this writer during the
environmental summit this summer? It was the United States that
was called to task by the Third
World for having the most heinous environmental policies of
any industrialized nation.
It is nothing short of oppression
when man elevates himself above
any species, even his own home,
planet earth, to use and dispose of
according to his own greed. The
writer should take a look in the
mirror - the Nazi is he.

Patrick W. Kackurek
General Manager
WWSU-FM 106.9

Humans are not the master race
"* Such statements as "Only through does not make itright.Obviously,
the rape of the land can the land be there was no lesson at Auschwitz for
saved" and "The interests of the race this writer.
must come before the interests of the
Mankind does not have the
environ__________________ authority to
systematically
ment"echo
the most
dispose of any
ankind does not
Hitleresque
living thing
have the authorsounding
that "gets in his
ity
to
systematically
dispose
doctrine I
way," whether
of any living thing...
they be Jews,
have heard
in modem
=========
blacks, women,
times.
the disabled,
Hasn t it occurred to the writer
owls or old growth forests. The
writer's definition of high tech
that man does not have therightto
rape or dominate anything? That
progress is a grotesque vision of a
such rhetoric is abominable? Jast
planet covered by asphalt and neon.
Does this writerreallybelieve that
because Western Civilization has
advocated such imperialist practices the answer for the Third World is to
in the name of "progress" in the past destroy their natural resources.

M

Diane Reed
Graduate Student
English department
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Engineering complex
to host open house
By DAWN E. LEGER
Staff Writer
In addition to having a slew of
new students on campus this year,
there will be a new building as
well.
The Fritz and Dolores Russ
Engineering Center — the new
home for the College of Dolores and Fritz Russ
Engineering and Computer Science
— will feature an open house for atrium.
all students Sept. 11. Members of
The building houses 10
the Wright Engineering Council company-named classrooms, four
will be conducting tours throughout computer centers, 63 laboratories,
the building from 11 a.m. - 2 p.m. the administrative offices of Dean
and 5:30 - 7:30 p.m.
James Bi andebcrry and four of the
Last April this 173,000 square college's departments: biomedical
foot, $20.4 million facility opened and human factors engineering;
its doors to the transfer of office computer science and engineering;
personnel and equipment, and over electrical engineering; and
the summer held its first classes. mechanical and materials
According to university
spokeswoman Lynette Heard, the
Currently, the Russ Engineering
Russ Engineering Center has the Center serves as the primary site
atmosphere of an office building for college teaching, technology
ralber than that of a large academic and research activities.

News

Career Services offers WSU
new registration p r o c e d u r e
By DAWN E. LEGER
StafT Writer
Students interested in co-op,
intem or contract employment
now have new opportunities
with career planning and placement.
Career Services has installed
anev computer system that will
assist registrants in reaching
their goals, as well as give the
Career Services staff the tools
needed to better serve these students.
The fee for registration is
S20, which covers the wholesale cost of the software used by
Career Services and over 200
ouier universities nationwide.
Students who wish to speak
withacareer counselor may stop
by the office at 126 Student Services Wing in All yn Hall from 2

- 4 p.m. weekdays.
Assistant directors, who coordinate co-dp, intern and contract
employment, are available by appointment only.
Those who are currendy registered with the program are not required to pay an additional fee, but
are encouraged to drop off their
student module disk and pick up
the newregistrationpacket as soon
as possible.
The newregistrationwill include the following:
•An updated Resume Writing
Software Program that provides

studentsthec rtunitytosubmitonegener sumeandtwo
targeted resu' for their own
ase and that OILreerServices.
•A software program to
record a student's academic
record for purposes of planning
classes,recordinggrades and
scheduling work terms.
•Automaticregistrationat
no additional cost for career
launch assistance as a student
prepares to complete a degree
and seek assistance in securing
professional employment upon
graduation.
•Automatic registration
with nationalresumedata & .es
accessed by local and national
employers.
•The privilege topaiticipate
in the on-campus interviewing
program andreceivecareer fair
follow-up services.

Back To School

Blow Out

At W.O. Wrights
Saturday September 12th
FEATURING

Kerry Smith &
Psychological Vacation

Beer.
All-U-Can-Drink 8 p.m. - 1 2 p.m.
Pig Roast...All-U-Can-Eat
Baked Beans and Potato Salad
Volleyball Tourney....Starting at 11:00 a.m.

1st Place-$50, 2nd Place-$25
Live Entertainment.....9 p.m. - 1 : 3 0 a.m.
Tickets
$10.00 On Sale Now At: W.O.Wrights
All Kerry Smith and Psychological Vacation Shows
Monday Night
$5 Cover
Drink draft beer 8pm-12am
Velcro J u m p i n g
Karaoke slng-a-long
Monday Night Football

Every Tuesday Night
Kerry Smith
Age 18-21 $5 cover
Age 21 and over $2 cover

Every Wednesday
Musician's Open Stage
Roy Calhoun
WEDNESDAY SEPT 16th
Monte Alban
Eat The Worm Party at 9:30pm

Thursday Sept. 10

Friday Sept. 11

Saturday Sept. 12

Psychological Vacation

Kerry Smith

Back To School Blow Out

Thursday Sept. 17
From Columbus Ohio
Rob Wallet
age 18-21 $5 cover
age 21 & over $2 cover

Friday & Saturday Sept. 18 & 19
Rock & Roll with
Psychological Vacation
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Bookstore undergoes changes
By BECKY RUEF
Staff Writer
Patrons accustomcd to the old
bookstore are going to find a few
changes this year as Barnes and
Nobles enter into their first full
year as proprietors.
The most noticeable change is
the facelift the storereceivedover
the summer.
"It needed some real clean up
[and]the floors were inreallybad
shape," said Anita Lafferty,
bookstore manager.
One major addition customers
are going to notice is an information
desk in the middle of the store, a Andrea Gustafson (L) and Michelle Milner man the new
feature coir non to all Barnes and information desk at the University Bookstore.
Nobles stores.
comments. It's lighter and brighter, Ms. Lafferty said she did not
"Everything we replaced is nice and more pleasant to come have thefinalfigureson how much
therefurbishinghad cost.
movable to the new store," said into," said Ms. Lafferty.
Ms. Lafferty,referingto the plans Layout and traffic routes were During thefirstweek of classes,
co move the store into the new reviewed in order to make servicetransactions involving refunds and
student union. The movable items in the bookstore more efficient. book buybacks will be held in the
include the cashregisterstalls, the "By keeping thefrontempty, we lobby directly in front of the
bookshelves and the information can put our back to school bookstore. Financial aid vouchers
desk.
promotions up front," said Ms. will be handled at theregistersif
they need not be written.
"We've gotten somereallygood Lafferty.

The Guardian

WSU professors
participate in new
DCOWA series
The last few years have been extraordinary. Communism has
been proven unworkable. Walls have fallen. New nations and
alliances have been created. Old antagonisms and conflicts have
resurfaced. New problems confound us daily.
To help provide an intellectual framework for understanding
the impact of events in other places, even in other times, several
Wright State professors will take part in the Dayton Council on
World Affairs scries of eight humanities seminars entitled "Connections."
"It is very important that we undertake this project now," states
Donna M. Schlagheck, assistant professor of political science at
WSU and president of DCOWA. "Lately it has become politically
correct to be parochial in our thinking, to not see our interdependence and to not understand the impact of others on us, or the
impact of our actions on others. Faith Popcorn's thesis of
"cocooning" describes the tendency of Americans to isolate themselves from the harsh realities of modern day chaos."
"Factions of both political panics have advocated a retreat from
the world and a total concentration on domestic concerns," added
Ms. Schlagheck. "Few are pointing out that our domestic concerns
arc irretrievably 'connected' with issues that transcend borders:
health issues, environmental issues, energy issues, issues of poverty, ignorance and racial and ethnic hatred."

Audio Etc...
Daytons Finest Audio & Video

1st Annual Summer Clearance Blowout
(Preferred customer sneak preview 1 st come, 1 st serve)
The biggest Electronics Garage Sale, flea market, supersaie, liquidation, cioseout,
introducing new models, scratch & dent, flood, distress)

SALE of our History everything 10 - 75% off
8 years of accumulated stuff, junk, steals, treasures, buys, finds, overstocks,
bargins, leftovers and of course top of the line current stock.
Headphones, used CD's, laser discs, end of spool wire, used equipment all on sale
New Products - Denon, Snell THX Home theater and much more
largest speakerwire and stand selection - loaners available
EVERYTHING IN STOCK ON SALE till the end of Summer
1st Annual
S U M M E R

S A L E
Now thru Sept 22
M-F 11-8 Sat 10-6

Excludes everyday low priced new compact discs.
Audio Etc...
Daytons Finest Audio & Video
2616 Colonel Glenn Highway
Fairborn, Ohio 45324
513-429-HIFI
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tfi)o I take TAe Microbiology 0f Potentially
Pathogenic Qetd-Hemolytic ftrepfococci.'
Or 'The Evolution of the fituation Comedy.'
Do I really ^ a h t t o live wi+h Judy the

n e a t freak-§0£i-1 can't be We I've
got Uhtil Monday "fe decide if Ifn'a Biology
or a Theatre rnajor. Have I Completely lost
it ? Will I ever be ^ble to make 3 dear/on,
again? V/a/Y a tnihutejufi ye/ferda^Iwa/
able +o pick a phone company with
absolutely no protle^.-.V^there ir nope!

W

ones your roommates make. And the AT&T Calling Card
ith AT&T, choosing a phone company is easy.
makes it easy to call from almost anywhere to anyBecause when you sign up for AT&T Student
jm ph/ where. Also, when you sign up for AT&T, yourfirstcall
Saver Plus, you can pick from a complete line fever
of products and services designed specifically
tofityour forOft&mfXif is free*
And with AT&T, you'll get the most reliable long
needs while you're in college. Whatever they may be. . Students
distance service.
Our Reach Out* Plans can save you money on
AT&T Long Distance, no matter where and when you call. Call AT&T Student Saver Plus. It's the one college decision that's
Manager will separate your AT&T Long Distance calls from theeasy to make.
If you're an off-campus student, sign up for
AKI Student Saver Plus by calling 1800 654-0471 Ext. 85L

AT&T

c (crtihcatr pft ttudrnl
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Marriott revamps WSU food service
By AMY RANG
Asst. Spotlight Editor
Starting this fall, the WSU community must answer a difficult
question: what to eat for lunch.
Renovations and a new food
service contract will create an enjoyable dilemma for the campus
connt sseur. WSU food service
was taken over by Marriott in August and they have been busy preparing for the beginning of fall
quarter.
According to Thomas Wilson,
senior director of dining operations.
Marriott opened up the University
Center cafeteria to allow for easier
access. There will be more beverage isles, a Burger King express, a
New York deli style operation and
the traditional a la carte meals.
The Rathskeller will have a
Pizza Hut Kiosk. A kiosk is a hotbold unit that allows customers to
choose which personal pizza they
want It also lists prices for the
Allyn Hall Lounge received a
Pizza Hut, Dunkin Donuts and a
Colombo Yogurt machine.
The Bicycle Shop underwent
several changes as well. To help
increase speed and efficiency, the
cash registers were pulled off the
counter and beverages are now all
self-serve. There will be a New
York style deli operation;
Bamboodles, an oriental stir fry
concept; a Fire House Grill, which

is the Marriott brand of Burger
King; self-serve Dannon Yogurt; a
salad bar and a Taco Bell Express.
Wilson hopes that all these
changes will be made by the beginning of fall quarter, but he noted
that Taco Bell may not be completed in time.
He also described a window
that will be placed outside the B ike
Shop that will allow customers
quick and easy service
"We're going to put a hole in
the wall so that people can walk by
from the tunnels and can get coffee, pop. doughnuts versus having
to come in and wait in line to get
something. They just walk through
the line. That probably will not be
up and running [by the beginning
of the quarter). The contractor believes they'll have it done in the
first week or two," said Wilson.
Customers might notice a dif-i w#e w'
4mm
m
•
Rnto by Saw Cr aoliao
ference in prices also. Since
Marriott deals with corporations Bricklayer Pete Maxwell adds some new touches to the Crossroads, In University Center.
like Burger King and Taco Bell,
they have no choice in the pricing customers because they're going order for us to do our jobs better, out what is it that they want to put
to pay the same for a Taco Bell we need that feedback. Both posi- in there," Wilson said.
of some items.
Wilson believes that Marriott's
"We have no flexibility in the down in the Bike Shop as they're tively and negatively."
Construction on the food court effect on campus will be positive if
pricing. Each of their head corpo- going to pay across the street,"
is anticipated to begin sometime everyone on campus works torations tell us what we are serving. Wilson said.
Customers will be able to leave this fall. According to Wilson, it gether.
They tell us how to do it" Wilson
"It's us. We as Wright State
said. "I had to send two managers comments about food service on would be ideal to have it running
to Burger King training for three comment boards that will be in sometime in the summer of 1993. will make this program better, and
that's
all encompassing everyMarriott plans to consult the WSU
weeks on learning how to make a each operation.
"It is a requirement of the man- community before deciding what body."
Whopper, and they tell us how
ager in each operation that they restaurants will be in the food court. So what is it going to be Wright
much to charge.
" We have no control over that respond to those comment boards "We need to come on campus State? Taco Bell or Bamboodles?
at all, which makes it nice for our within 24 hours." Wilson said. "In and talk to our customers and find The choice is yours.

SOLD's "Leadership and all that Jazz

55

would expect" said Gerry Petrak,
assistant director of student organizations and leadership developGetting involved in leadership ment.
Gaining leadership experience
activities on campus can give students more than just experience. while still in college is important
They can gain satisfaction, friend- for success later in life.
"The leadership part of it preship and something that looks good
pares (students] for their future
on a resume.
The Student Organizations and career in that in most college eduLeadership Development office cated professions eventually ycu
offers students the opportunity to will be supervising people, worklearn and utilize leadership skills. ing with people and this gives you
"Research has proven that if a leg up on how to do that when
students are involved on the uni- you're out of school," Petrak said,
versity campus they feel much more "many people get jobs because
satisfied with their campus experi- they've been involved as a leader
ence. They tend to have a higher or had leadership training."
"Particularly on a commuter
gpa, which is not something you

By AMY RANG
Asst Spotlight Editor

campus, 1 think it's important because it can be the only way you
can establish a network not just of
friends, but of getting information
about things," Petrak said.
S.O.L.D. presents several leadership programs each year. The
first opportunity for students to
become involved will be a general
leadership lab titled "Leadership
and all that Jazz," which will occur
on Nov. 6, 7 and 8. A seminar
focusing on basic skills of running
a club will take place on Feb. 20.
The Spring leadership lab is scheduled for May 14, 15 and 16.
S.O.L.D. advises over 160 student clubs. Panhelleuic Council,
Intcr-Club Council and the Book

Co-op. It also provides on-campus leadership positions or memberservices which include: outside ships they've had on campus,"
vendors and activity table schedul- Petrak said.
Student Organizations and
ing, social eventregistration,approval of on campus posting mate- Leadership Development recently
rials. and student accounts and ser- went through some changes when
vices. Reservations for the Quad. the Department of Student DevelAmphitheatre and sound systems, opment ceased to exist "We were
which were once handled through formerly part of Student Developthe Student Activities office, are ment. There is no longer a Student
also now being done through Development office. There's a
Campus Activities and Orientation
S.O.L.D.
The S.O.L.D. office also offers office. We're a sub-office of that
students a co-curricular transcript - larger department," Petrak said.
For more information about
that lists their campus activities.
"Students can get a transcript de- S.O.L.D. and the programs it oftailing what they learned in any of fers, contact Gerry Petrak at 873the leadership programs they at- 2711 or stop by the office in 025
tended and also documenting any University Center.
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What Is University Center Board?
UCB Chair April Pool describes the organization and its schedule

graphic artists to help wuh art for
What is a coffeehouse? Basi- meetings Friday at 3 p.m. ' re
the posters and other publicity. One cally. it is an amateur night for information about members! ican
Dave Hansen is the cincma graphic artist is Krisu 1 Icrzog. The WSU students to dance, sing, tell also be obtained by calli . 873chair, his third year in that posi- second is Dave Hansen, doing jokes or to show off other talents. 2700 or by dropping by office
University Center Board, or tion. The cincma committee is re- double duty with his responsibili- Gourmet coffees arc served at the at 008 University Cente.
UCB, is responsible for student sponsible for showing thefilmsin ties as cincma chair.
coffeehouses, which arc scheduled
Special Even
to occur in the Rathskellar.
life on campus. But few students 116 Health Sciences on Fridays,
Concerts
seem to know exactly what they Saturdays and Sundays. They reMain stage is planning more
Sheny Reed is the specia. events
ceive an annual budget of $6,853,
do.
Jeanne Smith is the concerts events for the fall, but at press time chair for this year. She was last
Some know UCB as the people the majority of which goes toward chair. The conccrts chair programs they were still to be announced. year's video chair. Special events
who showfilms.Some know that the renting of films.
various special musical concerts,
is in charge of the Daze. The comRecreation
they are in charge of October Daze
Traditionally, the committee as well as the music for the Daze.
mittee also coordinates the various
Tom Hilliard is the recreation roadtrips, and is in charge of any
and May Daze. Some mistakingly has shown twofilmseach week- The committee's b-nlget this year
think that UCB is only responsible end. Thefirstone has been more is $10,749, with most of that going chair, the same position he held lectures UCB may sponsor. Spelast
year. Recreation has an annual cial events has a budget this year of
forresidentiallife.
mainstream, and has been shown to payments for the bands and
budget of $2,150 to run the various $11,005.
To define what UCB does. The at 8 p.m. on both Friday and Satur- equipment rental.
Guardian sat down with UCB gen- day. A more avant-gardefilmhas
This fall the concerts commit- student competitions on campus.
There are three roadtrips schedThis fall, the committee has uled this fall. One is a riverboat
eral chair April Pool. Using the list usually been shown on Sunday at 7 tee has scheduled conccrts by Tori
of UCB chairs as a guide, we de- p.m.
Triplett Pure Plastic Tree, and 33 scheduled tournaments in back- cruise, the second is for a Reds
fined tbe University Center Board. This fall's schedule consists of People. Bongo Bay and Kerry gammon, spades and chess. They game, and the third is to the River
The Guardian also obtained copies films looking at truth and justice. Smith have been announced as arc also organizing the College Downs horse track. The October
Bowl competition.
of UCB last proposal to Budget Two showcasefilmswill be shown performers at October Daze.
Daze is scheduled for Oct. 2 this
Board and a copy of the UCB con- Friday through Sunday. The two
year.
Main
Stage
Membership
stitution as references.
films are Incident at Oglala, schedVideo
uled for October 9-11, and JFK,
Kirsten McCaw is the memberMonique Porter is the main
General Chair
which is scheduled for November stage chair. Main Stage is respon- ship chair. The committee receives
Christy Parks rotates over to
As general chair, April Pool is 6-8.
sible for programming novelty acts $1,300 to recruit and renew mem- the video chair this year. Video
essentially the one in charge. UCB
and comedians, and according to bers.
receives an annual budget of
Communication
has had highturno ver this year, with
"I don't think a lot of people on S3.075, most of which covers the
the UCB constitution, "any other
Jason Crabtree is the commu- event not specifically covered by campus understand that our gen- rental costs for the videos
only four chairsremainingfrom
last year, two of them switching nication chair, the second in com- another area." Main stage has a eral members arc important" April
Video is in charge of the varicommittees.
mand at UCB. Basically, the com- budget of $8,191, most of which Pool said. She mentioned how im- ous programs shown on the televiAppropriately, Pool is not only munication chair is the person in goes to fees for the entertainment. portant it is to have diverse opin- sion in the Rat on weekday aftera new chair but a new member of charge of publicizing UCB events.
One event for which main stage ions and points of view to help noons. Two special weeks are
UCB altogether. She was also a He receives an annual budget of isresponsibleis the coffeehouse. them cater to the various sections scheduled: one of MTV, and one of
member of Ohio State's student 55,810, mosdy to cover printing Three coffeehouses are scheduled of the campus community.
soap operas. The other weeks, theTo become a member of UCB. atricalfilmswill be shown on the
life organization when she was a and duplicating costs.
for the fall term, including one that
just show up at one of their general television.
student there.
To that end, tbe chair hires two focuses on comedy.

Gnema

By SCOTT COPELAND
Spotlight Editor

UCB Highlights for Fall 1992

UCB Video
Schedule
Sept. 22-25
. Cape Fear
Sept 29-Oct 1
MTV Days

Oct. 6-9
City Slickers
Oct 13-16
Fried Green
Tomatoes
O c t 27-30 '
Dead Again
Nov. 3-6
Stop or My M o m
Will Shoot!
Nov. 9-13
Soap Opera Week
Nov. 17-20
Hook

UCB Cinema
Schedule

UCB General Schedule

Sept 25-26
12 Angry Men

Tom Triplett Jr., acoustical guitarist 4:30 p.m., UC
Cafeteria

ept:
thon

Sept 24 * Nov. 19
Coffeehouse, 7 p.m., Rat Register to perform.

Oct 2-3
The Manchurian
Candidate and The
Parallax View

Riverboat Cruise, 9 p.m., Rike k>t ticket required.

Oct 4
The Thin Blue Line
Oct 9-11
Incident at Oglala
O c t 16-17
Mr. Smith Goes to
Washington
Oct 18
The Nasty Girl
Oct 30-31
Psycho

Sept 23

Sept 25

Oct 2
Reds Roadtrip 5 p.m., Rike lot ticket required.
Oct 5
Backgammon Tourney, 7 p.m., 155C UC. Sign up.
O c t 15
The Big Joke-Off Coffeehouse, 7p.m., Rat Register to
perform.
Oct 20
Concert - P ure Plastic Tree, 7 p.m., Rat
Oct 26
Spades Tourney, 7 p.m. 155C UC. Sign up.

Nov. 1
Triumph of the Will

Nov. 9 & 10
College Bowl, 6 p.m.. Upper Hearth Lounge,
University Center. Sign up.

Nov. 6-8
JFK

Nov. 12
Concert - 33 People, 5:30 p.m., Rat
Nov. 14
Chess Tourney, 10 a.m., 041/043 UC. Sign up.
fickets available at the UC Bo/ Office. 87" -2900.'

Guide to Local Clubs
Wright's also provides food service, a bar, and an outdoor entertainment area
The WSU student has a wide
CanalStreetTavern(461-9343)
variety of locations to go for musi- tends to bring in a variety of local
cal entertainment. Obviously, the and national acts which range in
closest is WSU, with the Rathskel- styles from country to folk to rock.
ler, which typically schedules a Located in downtown Dayton on
diversity of local acts. Addition- E. First St.. Canal Street makes the
ally, WSU has spccial events such most of its crowded stage, bringing
as October Daze and May Daze in performers most nights of the
which showcase music in a festival week. Look forward to perforatmosphere.
mances by national acts such as the
As a WSU student, a strong Breeders, MojoNixon, Elvis HiUer,
urge may take you off campus for and James McMurtry soon.
your entertainment. The question
To complete this whirlwind
then becomes, "Where do I go?" In tour, Gilly's (228-8414) on S.
answer, the following tour of local Jefferson brings in a variety of jazz,
clubs may help.
country, blues, and rock performThe best place to start is the ers. McGuffy's House of Draft
closest to WSU. W.O. Wright's (254-0762), on Burkhardt provides
(427-0101), located on Colonel food and drink to a mainly rock
Glenn Hwy, caters to an upbeat audience. Newcomb's Tavern
youthful audience with acts aimed (223-2470), on E. First has a variat the college-aged crowd. The ety of bands catering to the college
stage is situated so that those inside audience. Similarly, T.B. Hopkins
have a good view, and a multitude (461-1101). on E. Fifth St., proof televisions dot the room. W.O. vide music for a college audience.
By JOE LAWRENCE
Staff Writer
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Book Co-op

Starr Writer

at the Book Co-op. but bccause
students also supply the books,
selection is limited. However,
because students set reasonable
prices, the books usually cost
less at the co-op, according to
Crawford.
Tofindout more about the
Book Co-op, drop by its office
in 031 University Center.
Hours of operation vary. To
determine this week's
hours, call the

Everyone at WSU knows there
is a campus bookstore in the
University Center. However,
seemingly few people realize or
remember that the University
Center also houses the Book Coop, an alternate bookstore that is
open to all WSU students.
The Book Co-op best serves
those who want to sell books,
because it allows students to set
their own prices,accordingto sales 4126.
clerk Regina Crawford. This way,
students can get back a healthy
portion of the money they
originally paid for their books.
Unlike the campus bookstore,
you do not sell your books to the
co-op for immediate payment,
says Crawford. Instead, the seller
comes in and sets the price for
each book. Then the sellerfillsout
a contract and pays a 50 cent
processing fee. The Book Co-op
deducts 15 percent of the price to
cover its expenses. This contract
lasts until near the end of the
quarter.
If someone buys the books
before the contract expires, the
co-op will mail a check to the
seller, according to acting manager
Gerald Collins. A deduction of 35
cents will be taken from the check
for postage and handling. If the
books go unsold, the seller is
responsible for either retrieving
the books or contracting them for
another quarter.
Students may also buy books

LOST AND FOUND SALE
DELTA ZETA WILL CONDUCT A SALE OF LOST AND
FOUND ARTICLES AT OCTOBER DAZE. ALL ITEMS
HAVE BEEN HELD FOR 90 DAYS AND WILL BE PRICED
FOR DIRECT SALE. ALL PROCEEDS FROM THE SALE
WILL BENEFIT DELTA ZETA. ALL ARTICLES 90 DAYS
OLD WILL BE DONATED OR DISPOSED OF ON
SEPTEMBER 30,1992.
IF YOU HAVE LOST AN ITEM, PLEASE CHECK WITH
THE OFFICE OF PARKING SERVICES, 017 LIBRARY BY
SEPTEMBER 29, 1992.
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Buy a book

By ERIC ROBINETTE

The Guardian

Read a bo >k

throughout u : nation, in
conjunction w>ih the Literacy
Corps.
Operating strictly on a
Currently, 20 percent of all U.S.
citizens are functionally illiterate. volunteer basis, the student is
In Montgomery County alone, trained using Laubach Illiteracy
there are approximately 45,000 material. The trained studentis then
functionally illiterate adults. The given areviewof the educational
WSU Student Literacy Corps is andreadinglevels of the adult with
one of the organizations helping to whom they will be paired.
The student may then help
address this situation.
The WSU Student Literacy educate the adult for a cumulative
Corps was established in 1990 by period of 60 hours. For this, the
Ron Sarti, after the university was student willreceiveone credit hour
awarded a grant from the U.S. per quarter, a method vailed
Department of Education proposed experiential education. This
by Dave Lerch. With the recent experiential education may be
expiration of this grant, the credited towards Communications
Literacy Corpsiscurrently under courses 130 and 330.
To ensure the atmosphere
the wing of the Wright
Volunteers, headed by Julie between the student educator and
the illiterate adult is at optimum
Falk.
The Literacy Corps, in learning levels, either student or
conjunction with (he Miami Valley adult may bade out of training if
Literacy Council, offers free the pair is incompatible or the
training to WSU students who wish illiterate adult fails to appear for
to give nonprofit teaching aid to appointments. The student will
the functionally illiterate. This 15 then berepositioneduntil a suitable
hour training program enables the match is found. Although this
student to train adults within the event is rare, there are no
Montgomery County area and obligations on either the educator
or the illiterate adult.
The Literacy Corps will be
conducting business as usual this
fall. Currently, there are about 30
students involved with the WSU
Student Literacy Corps. For more
information about the Literacy
Corps, drop by their office at 105
Physical Education or call 8733826. Information about the
Literacy Corps may also be
obtained through Wright
Volunteers at 873-2711.
By GEORGE NICHOLAS
Special Writer

The Guardian is accepting applications
for the positions of:
Archivist - Duties include
clipping stories and filing them
in The Guardian's records.
Circulation Manager- Duties include
. delivery of the newspaper on
Wednesday afternoons.
Stop by 046 University Center to fill out
an application or call 873-2505 for
more information.
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The Fritz and Dolores Russ Engineering Center

Photos by Scott Copt land

These arc highlights of the tour College of Engineering and Computer Science Dean
James Brandeberry gave to the Guardian. Right, Brandeberry poses with Aunt Bea, one
of the computers in the Central Computer Center, on the second floor. Above, he is with
the equipment that facilitates the televised classes in the TRW classroom. Below is a
picture of the "communication closet" on the fourth floor.

Brandeberry dis ;usses building
By SCOTT COPELAND
Spotlight Editor
One of the most important tasks
in building the Russ Engineering
Center was the state-mandated task
of raising 2 million dollars.
"Most people don't want to give
money to bricks and mortar, they' d
rather give money to scholarships
or various kinds of things like that."
said James Brandeberry. Ph.D.
Dean of the College of Engineering
and Computer Science.
One of the most important
factors in the Russ Engineering

Its as
easy
as
You wake up on
election day
You go to your
polling center
You vote.
This clcction day
make your voicc
known... vote.

Center was the partnership with
industry. For a minimum donation
of $20,000. companies could get
their names on a classroom. Dean
Brandeberry appeared to be very
happy with the situation.
"We're trying to build a
rclationshipbetwcen the university
and industry." Brandeberry said.
"Even if you have a good
relationship with a particular
industry, it doesn't take that long
for that to evaporate because that
guy retired, moved up. or changed
companies, and the relationship's
gone."

The contributing companies of ihc center. Some examples:
will be asked to keepdisplays based Computer accessibility.with
on their achievements. "With these "communication closets" on every
displays, it's important that floor with numerous computer
someone from here contact them hookups. Two classrooms are
every six months to a year and say. equipped for broadcasting, as the
'We've got to change that display future may bring more televised
because nobody looks at it classes. The wires are on trays
anymore, they've seen it,' or. below the ceiling so that it will be
'You're doing new things in your easy to adapt when new
corporation now. and this is sort of technologies, such as fiber optics,
out of date.'" Brandeberry said. come along. On the first floor, a
"So it provides a good reason for us special section of the buiMing
to get together."
houses labs with 18 foot high
Brandeberry also showed off ceilings and 12 inch thick floors so
many of the modem conveniences that bigger equipment can be used.

terCina [§tucCio
434 E. Fifth Street in The Oregon District
A fine selection of sterling silver jewelry
and crystals very reasonably
priced.
Original artworks from local artists and
more unique and unusual gift items.
* N u m e r o l o g y Readings every Friday Night!*
•Store hours vary so please don't hesitate to calif • •
228-2278
In February and March, 1992. advertisements for Audio
Etc. containing the terms CD CONNECTION" and the statement
"CD CONNECT ION is a registered trademark of Audio Etc.", were
published in this newspaper. The proprietor of Audio Etc. wishes to
correct any misimprcssion created by these advertisements, and
states that CD CONNECTION is not a trademark of Audio Etc.,
and there is no connection between Audio Etc. and CD Connection,
another retailer of audio recordings. CD CONNECTION is a
service mark of CD Connection. 125 Springboro Pike. Dayton.
Ohio.

WELCOME BACK
STUDENTS,
STAFF AND FACULTY
Drop by and see us for some great buys on
• Used Computers • WSU Sports
• Software
Uniforms
• Blankets
- Desks
• Binders
• Chairs
The ESPM Sales Center is
located in 050 Allyn Hall
Open Mon - Fri
9am - 5pm

Located in the tunnel
'where Allyn meets Millet"
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People laugh at this WSU grad
to the future. Speyrer said. "I think
eventually I'll have to move out to
the coast, either New York or L. A.
As many students start their
But I don't want to di. that quite
college careers this week, many of
yet. 1 want to be able to feature as
them have an exact idea what camany clubs as possible. Even the
reer they will enter. Others will
guys who go out to L. A., they're
change their mind several times
making their money in the
while in school. Still others will
midwest."
see their career field change after
"In order to make ends meet,
they finish school.
[comics] have lo go on the road.
Chris Speyrer bethen go back to
longs in the last group.
L.A.," he said.
He graduated from
= =
"But you have to
WSU in December
be in i^.A. to really
When I started comedy, I thought it make things hap1988 with a degree in
En c lish. He planned to would help my resume under public
pen as far as like
get a job in public relasitcoms, that kind
speaking."
—Chris
Speyrer
tions. Today, he is a
ofthing.Ithinkany
professional comedian.
comic would like
mmmmm
"I did a comedy
to do that, but I'm
speech in college."
concentrating on
Speyrer explains. "So I got all posi- three comedians will perform, ac- my act right now, being a better
tive feedback, 'You should be a cording to Speyrer. The opening comedian."
stand up comedian' and stuff, and act will do about 15 minutes of
Speyrer stressed the importance
I was like, 'Well, I'd like to,' but it material. Next is the feature act, of developing good material sevdidn't motivate me to do it until who does about 30 minutes. Fi- eral times during the interview.
somebody gave me a pass.
nally, the headliner, whodoes about "I've felt like I've had a half hour
"It was really weird how this 45 minutes. Usually, the same three for the last two years," he said.
worked out," he continues. "My people will perform a block of "But my half hour now is a lot
last exam in my college career, this shows at the same club for about belter than my half hour two years
girl gives me passes to open mike five days.
ago. I'm not really adding matenight at Joker's [Comedy Cafe].
It took Speyrer about 6 to 8 rial, I'm replacing material."
So I go and just watch and like months of work before he began
"You write belter jokes as you
eight of the 10 people just bomb. getting steady work as an opening go along," he said. "You get lo the
And I was like, 'I can do that. I can act. "Once you do get opening poini where you can say, 'well, I
get up there and bomb, at least.' So work, you get those week long can drop the fart joke here in the
that kind o.'motivated me to get up gigs, that's when you really im- first five minutes of my act and do
on stage, 1 think—going there and prove 'cause you're onstage every something else that's a little bit
seeing people do poorly."
night," Speyrer says. "Really, stage more clever.'"
When Speyrer began his com- time is the key to success. The
"As a comedian, you have to
edy work, he didn't plan to be a more you gel onstage, the better bring the audience up. Anybody
comic for long. "When I started you get."
could go up there and do Jack
comedy, I thought it would help
This year, Speyrer began get- Nicholson, and get a laugh, 'cause
my resume under public speak- ting work as a feature act. Looking it's been done a million times and
By SCOTT COPELAND
Spotlight Editor

ing," he says. "1 thought I could put
amateur comedian up there., and
kind of beef up my resume a little
bit. It turned out, I started going
into comedy, and the job search
went nowhere. And so, it was like,
well, if I'm getting hired doing
comedy, I' 11 just go ahead and stick
with it."
Comedy employment works on
a tier system. In a typical show,

Submarine Jlouse.

COLLEGE OF SCIENCE AND MATHEMATICS
WELCOME WEEK RECEPTION
THURSDAY
SEPTEMBER 17. 1 9 9 2
3 : 3 0 5 : 0 0 PM
FACULTY DINING ROOM
144 UNIVERSITY CENTER
(First Floor Behind the Cafeteria)

REFRESHMENTS AND DOOR PRIZES
Please RSVP to be eligible lor door prizes and so we can plan lor
refreshments. RSVP to Wright State University. College of Science arid
Mathematics. 134 Oelman, Attn: Susan. Dayton. OH 4 5 4 3 5 or call 8 7 3
2 6 1 1 by September 14. 1 9 9 2

NAME.
MAJOR;

it works. You know, as a comedian, you have to set your sights a
little higher in what you want (o
achieve. If you can do thai and the
audience appreciates it, then you're
doing your job."
When asked about his personal
style, Speyrer says, "I am a comedian. I'm not an impressionist, I
don't juggle. I don'l pull anything
out of my a— or anything. I'm
pretty low key, I would say, in the
fact that a lot of my punchlines,
there's like a half second pause
between the punchline and the re-

JT

3899 Germany Lane

SUB FREE

429-3721
We Deliver All Day

Buy 1/2 Sub At Regular
Price And Receive
A Second 1/2 Sub
WE DELIVEROpen Sunday
4:00 to 10:00

$3.79
Limit

MON-WED 10-9 THURS 10 10
FRI-SAT 10-11 p.m
O n e c o u p o n p e r c u s t o m e r p e r visit
Expires : N o v e m b e r 3 0 , 1 9 9 2

action. It's kind of like a delayed
'Oh, I get it' type thing."
"If my material's not hitting,
I'm in trouble," he says. If they
don't get the jokes, I'm in trouble.
It's going to be a long 25-30 minutes."
Chris Speyrer will be the featured act today through Sunday at
Wiley's Comedy Club, located in
the Oregon District. The show
starts at 8:30 on weekdays and 8
and 10:30 on the weekends. Nick
Carmen is the headliner for each
performance.

INTRODUCING YOUR
STUDENT MEDIA

Guartiiaii
NEXUS
Wright State ?
Literary Magazine

rSrSez,

Welcome to
Wright State. While
" V P RQ
you're out here we encourage
you to pick up a copy ot The
Guardian, tune your radio to WWSU
and check out tie latest copy of
Nexus, published
quarterly. Take
advantage ol your
student meda. For more
information step by 046
University Center.
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SERVING WSU STUDI
Selection

Value

• All your books in one
location
• Medical Supplies
• Computer Software
• Art Supplies

• Guaranteed lowest Textbook Prices
• Largest Selection of New & Used
Textbooks in Dayton
• USED Textbooks Discounted 25%
• Additional in-store savings on Supplies,
Clothing, and New Textbooks

•Knot
1
12 G
•1 Cour
Cash.
AME
Fin an
•Year-

Everything you need i
Pick up Your BACK-TO-CLASS BLAST game piece
start the year off right
and win anything from
• FREE PEPSI to $100.00 in TEXTBOOKS •
Look for the Special Value,
Everyone is a guaranteed WINNER with over $15,000 in Prizes! Wise Buy & Back-to-Blast
signs for additional savings.

While you're in the store look for (be following:
• MVP Reverse Weave Sweatshirt $41.98, NOW $29.99
• Eastpak Backpack - Woodstock $38,98, NOW $29.99
• Webster's 9th Collegiate Dictionary $19.95, NOW $12»99
• 200 Count Filler Paper SPECIAL PRICE $1.69
ppM§§§
• Academic Planner SPECIAL PRICE $2.99

We Guarantee the LOWEST TEXTBOOK PRICES

PRICE GUARANTEE: Here is how it works. When you buy a textbook from us, we guari
price you pay is the lowest available in town. But..if by some bizarre fluke of nature, yofrom us and then find the same book, same edition, same condition on sale for less some
will give you the difference in cash. Its your basic no-lose situation. The lowest textbool
the best service and hr. Ufs. The fact is you cannot beat it.

Located on the lower level of the Un

If you have any questions PLE

ATTENTION WSU STUDENTS!
H O W W O U L D Y O U LIKE T O B E TREATED
To DINNER MRS© SfWPPiRis U N D A
SHOW U N D A O u t AND...?
Subscribe to the Beavercreek Daily News or Faixbom Daily
Heraldforjust 12 weeks at $ 12.00, and you'll receive Gold C '93, the
fabulous coupon book with over $2,800 in savings! (If you do not live
in the Beavercreek/Fairborn area,you can still purchase a coupon book
for $ 12 and we will donate, in your name, a 12 week subscription to a
local nursing home resident)
Inside Gold C '93 youllfindover $550 in savings on casual and formal
dining. The Amusements and Attractions section gives you great
savings on Reds baseballtickets,Dayton Bombers hockey, Americana,
Sea World and movie tickets.
Plus, you'llfindover $1,000 in retail savings - everything from video
rentals to dry cleaning.
Planning a trip over the winter or spring breaks? There's over $800 in
travel savings including two $50 discounts on Continental Airlines, and
car rental discounts. The list goes on and on!
To get this awesome premium, simply subscribe to the Beavercreek
Daily News or Fairborn Daily Herald at the student discount
subscription rate of 12 weeksfor$ 12. Mail the order blank below or
call today. Upon receipt of your payment in-full, your book will be
delivered immediately to your home/dorm.
Hurry! Act fast! Quantities are limited

I^YEsT

I want to subscribe or donate a subsiption as indicated below Enclosed is my
^
subscription payment iivfuU. Please rush mc my Gold C'93 coupon book to my home! 1 wish to:

• I h&iMcrbetoiheBeawrratdcDuK'Ncws
| U
12wtzksa$1.00/week=$l2x» City.

J

I [

I• [I

' -J

0LI

G B

11

BEAVERCREEK
DAILY

NEWS

b SuhscrS* to the Fairborn Da3yna*i
12\wc4sat$lD(Vwdc=$1100

Jfairfwrn Bartp $>erafo

^ Please alow 1-2 weeks for

I'm paying by: • Check • Money Order
• Visa
• Master Card
Card No
tease Mail Computed Coupon It

DISCOUNT BOOK
P.O. Box 1 8 1 7
Fairborn. OH 4 5 3 2 4

delivery of >our book. The offcr may not be used in conjunction with any other

offer Oder expires September 30,1992 or when supplies are exhausted AD subsbptions arc payable
I discount
in advance. Home or dom delrvered subscriptions only Norefundswil be giwen once the book is delivered.

I ra FOR EVEN RASTER SEV1CE. CHARGE BY PHOND M
|^"^^B^^TCirck Dapj^cws 42<r526^* ^rbon^DaDv Herald 878-3993 HHE

An Exciting New
Adventure...

Printing &
Photocopies
on Beautiful
Recycled Paper.
. . . Awaits You a

The Graphic Zoo?
One H o u r B u s i n e s s C a r d s !
Quality Copies As Low As 3 Cents!
Rubber Stamps • Labels • Buttons • Reports • Posters • Envelopes
Stationery • Flyers • Announcements • Full Design Services & More
Earth-Friendly, High-Quality Vegetable oil inks Are Our Specialty!

DISCOUNT COUPON
Save On Printing & Copies

jjJBSfS.

•EKn

1 0 % OFF ANY PRINT JOB! i

We Honor Other Printers'Quotes & Coupons, Too! j
Includes Wedding Invitations, Social Announcements,
Rubber Stamps, Labels, Buttons, Balloons, T-Shirts, Etc.
OA.'
|

- Buy 500 Business Cards, Get 500 More Free! |
1
The Recycled Paper Printer'
- NO LIMIT... Lett'* Size Black V White
COPIES
For Only 3 Cents Each Side! |
•WAMITIB
- UNEMPLOYED? 15 FREE Resume Copies! 5526 Airway Road • Dayton, DM 45-1 > l

One Per Customer, Please. No O ther Discounts Apply. Expins Sept. 30,1992 i

@

Printed on recycled pop*r. Please recycle paper products.

(Page Manor Shopping Center)
| Monday-Friday, 9 to 6 — Saturday, 10-2 1

niversity
NITS IS OUR PRIORITY
Service
sdgeable, Capable Clerks
(tiers, Fast Lanes
MIS Service
hecks, MC, VISA,
, Discover, and all
al Aid
und Buyback

PEPSI Sweepstakes
A Ski Weekend Getaway
To enter simply complete an application and place it
into the ballot
ot box located at tne Pepsi display at the
WSU Bookstore.

EASTPAK "Why I Love My Eastpak" Contest
For details P
pick u p an entry form at the Eastpak
display in the WSU Bookstore Grand Prize
$1,500.00 Scholarship.

\sm\K
'

MADE IN U.S.A.

RUSH Store Hours
September 12th-18th

in town.
ntee that the
buy a book
'here else, we
prices. Plus

/ersity Center on Campus.

Saturday
Sunday
Monday-Thursday
Friday

VSE call: (513) 873-2875

10:00-5:00
12:00-5:00
8:30 - 9:00
8:30-4:30

Wright State
University

i
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A place for serious students to call home
By MARTHA HOWARD
Associate Writer
What's one year old and has a
grade point average of 3.0? No. it's
notthelovechildof Doogic Howser
and Shirley Temple. It's WSU's
honors residence hall.
Maple Hall, located in the Oak/
Maple/Pine phase of The Woods,
houses honors students as well as
other students interested in maintaining exccllcntacadcmic records.
According to Dan Taylor, former
c o m m u n i t y director for O a k /
Maple/Pine, Maple Hall is the best
residence hall for the student who
wants to do well at WSU.
David L. Barr, director of the
University Honors Program, and
Mary Kenton, associate director of
the University Honors Program,
began developing plans for an hon ors dorm over two years ago. They
believed that The Woods would be
an ideal location for an honors resi dence hall.
Barr and Kenton spoke with
representatives from numerous

schools with honors housing programs to gain information necessary tosucccssfully establish a similar program at WSU. They then
solicited input from AcademicAdvising before receiving final
administrative approval.
The 130 residents of Maple Hall
experience all the standard faccls
of dormitory life and
more. As honors stu——.
dents, these residents
enjoy extended quiet
hours from 7 p.m. to 8:30
a.m. to facilitate studying.
' T h e emphasis is on
academics and getting
[the residents] acclimated to the college environment,"
said Taylor. This goal is being supported this year with the addition
of a study lounge on the first floor
of Maple Hall. While other residence halls offer only television
lounges. Maple Hall provides honors students with an area especially
designed for studying.
The T V and all recreational fur-

niture have been removed from the
study lounge to accommodate study
carrels. Maple residents will also
have access to a computer terminal
complete with word processing
software as well as Lotus 1-2-3.
"The intent is to create a living/
learning environment," said Taylor.

Like other campus residence
halls. Maple Hall is staffed with
community advisors to provide
support for residents and mediate
any difficulties that might arise.
CAs receive two weeks of specialized training prior to the arrival of
the residents. This training focuses
on conflict mediation, appropriate
confrontation skills,
1
A I D S awareness, suicide prevention and
team building.
However, Maple
C A s are specifically
equipped torclatc to the
residents they advise.
A l l four community
advisors in Maple Hall
arc honors students themselves.
Taylor said the Maple CAs were
chosen to serve as role models for
the residents.
" W e got the best of the best
when hiring CAs last spring," Taylor said, homas Brex, a three year
veteran of the W S U residence halls,
begins his second year as a Maple
C A this fall. Brex,a senior accoun-

" T h e intent is to create a
living/learning environment."
—Dan Taylor
Last year Maple Hall hosted a
number of speakers from WSU's
faculty and staff. The programs
presented were aimed at further
enlightening residents in such diverse areas as study skills, time
management, test anxiety, black
history and AIDS. "Even faculty
arc starting to acknowledge that
this is a good thing," Taylor said.

tancy major from Columbus, was a
CA in both Hickory and Hawrhor •
Halls before moving to N*
.nut
last year. The mo ' r
.able difference between
.aple and the
other residence alls on campus,
Brex said, is
sense of community Maple r
lents exhibit.
Accordi
10 Brex, Maple's
honors studcare deeply about
the welfare
their fellow residents, perhaps more so than most
occupants o f other residence halls.
" I t ' s a world of difference," Brex
said.
The tic that binds Maple residents together may be attributed to
their focuson academics. "They're
all interested in doing well," Brex
said, "so that gives them the same
social goals as well."
Maple Hall opens this fall w i t h
a welcome back gathering at Oak/
Maple/Pine on Sunday. Sept. 13.
Students desiring additional information about Maple Hall may contact Mary Jo Dennis, community
director for Oak/Maplc/Pine, at
429-9837.

GET A BREAK
SO YOU LIKE SOMEONE WHO MAKES THINGS EASIER FOR YOU?
Then you will like the WSU Pharmacy.
> We a r e o p e n M o n d a y t h r o u g h Friday from 9:00 a . m . t o 5:30 p.m. so y o u c a n
d r o p b y o n your l u n c h b r e a k or o n your w a y h o m e
> We carry m a n y h i g h quality g e n e r i c substitutes (I.e.. l e d e r l e . Parke-Davis. A b b o t t ,
a n d Wyeth) t h a t w e use In filling o v e r 40 p e r c e n t of t h e prescriptions w e dispense,
w h i c h gives y o u a c h o i c e . These generics save y o u u p t o half the cost o f t h e n a m e
brand medication.
> We carry over-the-counter p r o d u c t s a l o n g w i t h their generic equivalents.
> If y o u h a v e hard-do-flnd p r o d u c t s , it Is possible for us t o order t h e m for y o u
speclallv usually w i t h n e x t d a y p i c k - u p a n d w i t h o u t a n y a d d e d cost.
> We g i v e Information c o n c e r n i n g a n y m e d i c a t i o n a n d Its p r i c e either over t h e
p h o n e or In person.
» The 10 p e r c e n t discount t h a t y o u r e c e i v e c a n b e e x t e n d e d t o your family.
' Our QS1 c o m p u t e r system Is In over(4.000Jndependent a n d ( c h a l n stores across the
USA keeps a p e r m a n e n t electric p a t i e n t record, provides p r i n t e d adverse r e a c t i o n
information, checks all n e w prescriptions against others o n your p a t i e n t r e c o r d for
potential d r u g Interactions a n d c h e c k s a l n e w orders against the p a t i e n t history for
potential allergic Interactions a n d lists your m e d i c a l conditions.
• We are p a r t o f t h e WSU v o i c e m a l l system so refill orders c a n b e p h o n e d In a n y t i m e
w e a r e n o t In t h e p h a r m a c y .
• We p a r t i c i p a t e In a n u m b e r of third party plans. We bill t h e following c o m p a n i e s
via a m o d e m as y o u w a i t : Western Ohio, PCS. PAID. M e d l m e t . HMP. Ohio Blue
Cross. \ & u e Rx. N.P.A., P.E.R.S., S.E.R.S., The D a y t o n A r e a Health Plan a n d A e t n a .
' ^ f u f t h e r d o m a n u a l submissions f o r C a t r o l l t e r , O h i o M e d i c a i d . G r e e n e a n d Clark
Counties General Relief a n d The Bureau o f Workmans' C o m p e n s a t i o n .
• We g e n e r a t e receipts t h a t y o u c a n use with Insurance c o m p a n i e s w h e r e t h e patients
file t h e c l a i m (I.e.. WSU student insurance. Provident, a n d non-Ohio Based Blue
Cross Plans.

Free IPECAC SYRUP with coupon.

Ufful

forcNkkwn

and aduHt who haw

b—n

control cwitmfM.
We are open 9:00
COUPON EXPIRES 9/30/92
to 5:30 pm M-F

You will receive a box of 24
generic Lylonol cold relievers
gooa with refill or new
prescription.

We are open 9:00
to 5:30 pm M-F

COUPON EXPIRES 10/30/92

You will receive 100 tablets of
IBUPROFEN (200mg). Good with
refill or new prescription.
We are open 9:00
to 5:30 pm M-F

COUPON EXPIRES 11/30/92

You will receive 1 ounce tube
of hydrocortizone cream.
Good with refill or new
prescription.

We are open 9:00
to 5:30 pm M-F

COUPON EXPIRES 12/30/92

Let us start making things easy for you!

Just call 873-3414 or drop by the WSU Pharmacy
in the Frederick A. White Health Center.
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10% O F F

ENTIRE STORE, Make Office America Your

BACK-Tm-SCHOOL Headquarters
Where You Can Save Up To 70% Everyday,

Guaranteed!!!

1 0 %

OFF C O U P O N ^

Savings Up Te 70% On Everyday Low Prices And An Extra 10% Oil Your Next Purchase.
Office America Will Give You 10% Off Your Entire Purchase On Over 5,000 Items* In Store
When You Present This Coupon With Proper Student or Faculty l.D.
AnyJHher Pilar. This Oiler Is Valid Until December 31,1992. Ringing Code "L119"

Washington Park Shopping Ctr,
705-13 Lyons Road
Dayton, OH 45459-3980
(513)438-8193
(513)438-8625 FAX
jgaaifl

STORE HOURS:

Forest Park Plaza
Mon.-Fri. 8 A.M.-9 P.M.
4486 North Main St.
Saturday 9 A.M.-6 P.M.
Dayton, OH 45405-5015
Sunday 12 P.M.-5 P.M.
(513)279-9040
WAYS TO PAY
(513)279-9704 FAX

I

WE DARE YOU TO COMPARE
i
2812 Colonel Glenn Hwy. across from W.S.U. next to Chi Chi's.

427-3338
has the

LOWEST PRICES ON NEW
& USED TEXTBOOKS
But don't take our word for it,
Stop by and see for yourself.
Special Store Hours
Sat.

Sept. 12th 10am - 5pm

Sun.

Sept. 13th

Plenty of
convenient parking

10am - 5pm

Mon. Sept. 14th

8:30am - 9:30pm

Tues. Sept. 15th

8:30am - 9:30pm

Wed. Sept. 16th

8:30am - 9:30pm

Thurs. Sept. 17th 8:30am - 9:30pm
Fri.

Sept. 18th 8:30am - 5pm

Sat.

Sept. 19th 10am - 5pm

Largest Selection &
Lowest Prices on
Wright State
Clothing & Backpacks
too!
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ATHLETES WEEK
Women's Soccer
Melissa Lowe
Men's Soccer
JeffWinterberger
Volleyball
Joani Kirby
LAST WEEK'S SCORES
WHO BEAT WHOM

Women's Soccer
WSU def. Wis.-Green Bay
WSU tied Mercer
Men's Soccer
WSU tied Kentucky

Volleyball
WSU def. Auburn
Arkansas St. def. WSU
Butler def. WSU
Central Mich. def. WSU

Sports CALENDAR
September 11
Men's Soccer at Diadora Classic
Volleyball at Kansas Invitational
Cross Country at WSU/UD meet
Golf at Dayton Invitational
September 12
Women's Soccer at Radford
Volleyball at Kansas Invitational
September 13
Men's Soccer at Diadora Classic
Women' s Soccer at James Madison
September 16
Women's Soccer at Dayton
September 17
Volleyball vs. Eastern Illinois
September 18
Volleyball at Cleveland Stale
Golf at Murray State Invitational
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Mental mistakes costly for
Raiders volleyball team
By GREG BILLING
Sports Editor
Wright State volleyball
coach Steve Opperman couldn't
fault his team for going 1-3 in
the Butler Invitational, but he
wouldn't have minded a few
more wins.
"I was kind of disappointed
because if we're on our game,
we could have gone 4-0,"
Opperman said. "I would have
been pleased with 3-1. I'm not
real disappointed at this point,
but we do have some things to
work on.
"I'm not going to say I'm
pleased, but I'm not upset. We
made some silly mental mistakes and you have to expect
that from freshmen. You can't
expect them to be perfect right
away and expect them to understand the total aspect of the game
at the college level."
The Raiders defeated Auburn in five games 6-15, 15-9.
15-11,14-16 and 15-7.
"It was a great win. especially against an SEC team."
Opperman said. "We pretty
much dominated the match from
stan to end. Laura Parker just
dominated the game. Forafreshman to come in like that and
contribute, I think it was great.
She blocked well and had great
defense."
Senior setter Joani Kirby led
Wright State with 43 assists and
recorded 12digs. Freshman Jennifer Bringman, an outside hitter, led the team with 19 digs.

Photo by Dive H w u |

Junior Sharon Wenert will play a key role for the Wright State volleyball team this season.
It was a different scenario
against Arkansas Slate as the Raiders fell in three games, 15-10,1510 and 15-6.
Wright State failed to stay in
the first two games thanks to mental mistakes, forcing the Raiders to
lose to a team that was not dominant, according to Opperman.
Kirby led the team with 10 digs
and 30 assists, while junior Sharon
Wenert and senior Joylynn
Mosier added seven kills each.
The host school. Butler, didn't
show too much hospitality to
Wright State, taking the Raiders

down in three games. Wright State
didn't help matters much, committing too many errors to stay with
Butler.
It all comes down to mental
mistakes. We had too many hitting
errors for us to be successful,"
Opperman said. "Once we correct
those and leam some new shots, I
think we'll be better."
Bringman had 15 digs for
Wright State and sophomore Jenny
Moore added nine kills.
The losing trend continued for
Wright State as it dropped another
contest to Central Michigan 15-13,

15-8 and 15-7.
"The kids know they can play,
it's just a matter of them playing
through the match." Opperman
said. "It's kind of aproblem we had
last year, where we got up and
couldn't finish a match. I noticed
this weekend we would get up in a
match and lose our focus and we
would fall behind and play catch
up."
The Raiders traveled to Bowling Green Sept. 8, but information
was not available at press time.
Wright State panicipates in the
Kansas Invitational Sept. 11-12.

Wildcats claw win away from men's soccer team
By GREG BILLING
Sports Editor
You can only keep'..;: Kentucky Wildcats cag'.d for so
long.
The Wright State men's soccer team found thai out Sept. 6
as the Wildcats tiec the Raiders
with an unassisted goal with
just two minutes remaining in
regulation.
The game was Wright

State's first of the season, giving
the Raiders a 0-0-1 record.
Kentucky's Greg Kotzbauer
opened the scoring 15 minutes into
the game, but Wright State freshmai7 Jeff Winterberger — a forward/midfielder — knotted the
score at M just 15 minutes after
Kentucky's goal off an assist from
junior Carlos Arzabe.
The lead belonged to Wright
State as the Raiders' junior Joe hen
Freidhofer— a forward — drilled

home his team's second goal of
the game, with an assist being credited to junior Rob Drake.
Kentucky bared its claws and
struck again as Pat Gerak connected for the tying score.
Although Wright State shot 13
times at the Kentucky goal and
used eight corner kicks, the Raiders couldn't find the net for the
win.
Kentucky used nine shots and
seven comer kicks in the game.

Wright State goalie Bill
Hambrook — a sophomore —
gave up both goals, but saved five
shots.
The Raiders travel to Xavier
for the Diadora Kickoff Classic
Sept. 11 and 13. They will face
Xavier at 8 p.m. in the first game
and Cincinnati at 1 p.m. in the
second contest.
Wright State doesn't return
home until Sept. 20, when it takes
on Western Michigan.

I
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Inexperienced Raiders count on speed
for victories during '92 soccer season
By GREG BILLING
Sports Editor
After losing a standout senior
class rich with experience,
women's soccer coach Hylton
Dayes is hoping he has found the
solution to his team's lack of
seasoned veterans.
Dayes wants to see Wright
State ran away from the competition — on the field, that is.
Team speed should be a key to
the Raiders success, especially
since the 1992 team is loaded with
youth.
"We have good lean speed.
It's pretty much close to the best
since I've been here," Dayes said.
"I think our explosiveness will
help, too. In the past, we thought
we'd have to outran teams or get
physical because we didn't have
the same skill level.
"But I think this team has good
skill players who can take people
one-on-one and get out of tough
situations. I think those are two
things I like about this team."
One thing Dayes isn't fond of
is injuries. He's already had to
deal with plenty to returning starters.
Junior Melissa Jones, a forward, injured her knee and is listed
as diy today
J ones did see action in the Raiders' first two games and was credited with an assist in their 1-0 win
over Wisconsin-Green Bay.
"When Melissa is on the field
and is playing well, she is just a
force for us. She has two years of

She has ten goals
and eight assists in her
career
Senior midfielder
Cindy Conley has
been hampered with
an ankle injury and
junior back Melissa
Lowe has also been
struggling to overcome injuries, according to Dayes.
They will be joined
by enior tri-captain
Amy Franz (back),
juniors Shaw Alic
(back), Leigh Ann
Brown (goal keener),
Kathie
Peterson
(back), tri-captain
Mary Beth Lengefeld
(forward) and sophonolo by Dive Hwang
mores
Cathy
Freshman Angle Poppaw...
C 1 i n g m a n
(midfielder/forward)
and
Shannon
Willoughby
(back/
" E v e r y year I've been here, we
midfielder).
have found ways to win. This
"Mary Beth has
year we are going to have to find had an excellent preseason.
She was the
a mix to get us some victories
leading scorer in the
and we'll just let it evolve."
Dayton area coming
out of high school and
—Hylton Dayes
______ people forget that,"
Dayes said. "This
experience and I think that is one year. I think she has won her spot
of the things we need," Dayes said. and you'll see some offensive pro"She is such an offensive threat duction from her."
Several freshmen have also
and teams have to respcct her."
Jones is Wright State's top re- been hurt during the preseason,
causing
some concern for Dayes.
turning scorer from a year ago,
"Whenever you have a prerecording six goals and six assists
season and two-a-day practices, it
for 18 points.

WRIGHT STATE UNIVERSITY
1992 WOMEN'S SOCCER SCHEDULE
Sept. 12
Sept. 13
Sept. 16
Sept. 20
Sept 23
Sept. 27
Sept 30
Oct. 4
Oct. 9
Oct. 10
Oct 14
Oct 17
Oct. 21
Oct 24
Oct 31
Nov. I

Radford
James Madison
Dayton
Butler
KENTUCKY
WISCONSIN-MILWAUKEE
LOUISVILLE
Michigan State
Florida International
Central Florida
XAVIER
LOYOLA
Cincinnati
GEORGE WASHINGTON
VANDERBILT
NOTRE DAME

1 pm
5 pm
2 pm
5 pm
Noon
6 pm
4:30 pm

Noon
•Home games in bold.

... and junior Mel'ssa Jones should give WSU offensive power.
tends to take its toll with bumps
and bruises," Dayes said. "If there
is any time you want players to be
hun, it is probably preseason because they have time to rest."
Even with the time to heal,
Dayes would much rather see his
team at full strength.
"You want the players out there
practicing and getting familiar
with each other," he said. "We
have a good enough squad where
the players who are out on the
field will do a good job."
An impressive recruiting year
should supply the Raiders with
plenty of freshmen ready for action, but it may take some time for
Wright State to click.
"I think one thing we did with
the freshmen coming in, we were
able to get some players who
scored in high school. They are
proven goal scorers and the only
thing we need to find out is if they
can score at this level. So far I like
what 1 see," Dayes said.
The Raiders take on 18 Division I opponents this season, the
first lime since their existence they

will play all Division I schools.
"I think it's a very competitive
schedule," Dayes said. "We don't
have any easy games."
Included on the schedule are
three nationally ranked teams from
last year—Florida International,
Notre Dame and James Madison.
Central Florida, which made the
national tournament, also appears
on the schedule.
Besides the national competition, the Raiders will also battle
local rivals, including Dayton and
Xavier.
"Every yearl'vebeen here, we
have found ways to win. This year
we are going to have to find a mix
to get us some victories and we'll
just let it evolve," Dayes said. "I
think this team will find its own
personality and character, and go
out and get the job done.
"It's going to be tough. But we
want to make sure that when we
go out, we recognize that JoAnne
(Paxton) and those kids have left a
tradition for these players to continue on. I think these kids are
going to meet the challenge."

I
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WSU attempts to avoid setbacks on road trip
By GREG BILLING
Sports Editor
The women's soccer team is
building on a foundation of youth,
but four teams will attempt to demolish Wright State's base as the
Raiders play their next fcur games
on the road.
Wright State, 1-0-1 on the season, battles Radford Sept. 12 and
James Madison Sept. 13.
"Those are two tough games.
Radford is veiy physical and J ames
Madison was nationally ranked last
year," saic coach Hylton Dayes.
"Both teams are very good. We
have our work cut out for us."
After Radford and James Madison. Wright State goesagainst Day-

ton Sept. 16 and Butler Sept. 20.
So far this season, the Raiders
have faced two tough squads in
Wisconsin-Green Bay and Mercer.
For thefifthtime in seven years
the Raiders opened the season with
a win, edging a pesky Green Bay
team 1-0 in front of the home fans.
The lone score of the game came
with 31:35 left in the first half.
whenjuniorforwardMelissaJones
fed freshman forward Angie
Poppaw for the win.
Jones entered the game five
minutes prior to the score, not getting the starting assignment due to
a sore knee. The injury didn't seem
to hamper the team's biggest oifensive threat as she helped Poppaw

" I feel confident because our teams always rise to meet
the challenge."
—Hylton Dayes
take advantage of a 3-on-1 situation.
"Jones was definitely a bright
spot," said Dayes. "She's not fit,
but she played."
Dayes was also pleased with
the performance of Poppaw—who
scored herfirstcollegiate goal —
and junior goal keeper Leigh Ann
Brown — who recorded several

key saves.
"Angie has a good nose for the
goal. She's aggressive," said Dayes.
"Leigh did an excellent job in goal.
She had some big saves."
The next game wasn't as kind
as Wright State went into overtime
with Mercer, lying 1-1 at home.
Freshman midfielder Julie
Bulmer netted thefirstgoal of her
Wright State career, slamming in
the goal off a free kick from junior
back Kathie Peterson.
Peterson was credited with the
assist, placing the kick just right
for Bulmer to head past the goalie.
Despite not scoring in the 30
minute overtime, Dayes wasn't upset with the tie.
"I told the kids you had to take

it one minute at a time." he said. "I
told them to not worry about scoring, just work on
' tie things
like defense
Jkxxj passes."
Dc «•• .> also pleased with the
perfr jnce of junior back Melissa owe, who played despite bein' .tampered by injuries.
She is inspirational to the
! i," Dayes said. "She is playing
1 and sacrificing her body. Actu.... all the defenders played well."
fhe Raiders must keep up the
intensity to have a successful road
trip, something Dayes thinks his
team will do.
"I feel confident because our
teams alwaysriseto meet the challenge," he said. "Now we need to
take our show on the road "

Wright State Minor Leaguers
As of August 6.

Jeff Ashton

A*

Mike Mat hi to

organization, is hitting an
anemic .199 in 98 games for
Charleston.
On the bright side, pitcher
Wright State currently has
six former baseball players Mike Mathile holds a 12-5
dreaming of being called up by record with double A
their major league affiliate, but Harrisburg.
one is in danger of falling from His earned run average stands
at 2.86 and has struck out 89 batters,
the single-A ranks.
Bob Jesperson, an while walking just 27 in 185.2
outfielder with the Cincinnati innings pitched.

By GREG BILLING
Sports Editor

Player

CL POB Org

Team

G

Avg

R

2B 3B HR RBI

Jeff Ashton

R

2B

Reds

Princeton

53 170 41 .241

49

9

1

3

21 16

PatGarrigan

A

SS

Seattle s.Bemadeno 95 282 72 .255

35

13 0

1

27 10

Kieth Gordon

A

OF

Reds

Cedar Rapids 114 375 94 .251

58

19 3

Bob Jesperson A

OF

Reds

Chadeston

Pitcher

CL Org

Leonard Griffen A
Mike Mathile

•V
CUT
HERE

LOCATION
M I L L E T T HALL.
THE BICYCLE SHOP
MONDAY-THURSDAY
7:30 am - 7:00 pm
FRIDAY

7:30 am - 3:00 pm

LOCATION
A L L Y N HALL;
ALIYN HALL LOUNGE
MONDAY-THURSDAY
7:00 am - 9:00 pm
FRIDAY
7:00 am - 4:00 pm

G

Reds Cedar Rapids 36

AA Expos Harrisburg

26

H

98 271 54 .199

30

9

2

12 63 21
3

W-L ERA GS SV IP

H

2-2 3.97 5

2

88.1

89 22 67

12-5 2.86 26

0

185.2 176 27

23 7

BB SO
89

Harrisburg is an affiliate of
He is hitting .241 with 41 hits in and stolen 16 bases.
Montreal. The newest member of 170 at bats for the Reds
Keith Gordon of Cedar
the minor league's from Wright organization.
Rapids has also performed well.
State is second baseman Jeff Ashton
The former Raider hascollected hitting 12 homers for the Reds
of Princeton.
21 nins batted in, scored 49 runs organization.

DINING SERVICE LOCATION HOURS
EFFECTIVE MONDAY SEPTEMBER 14th
LOCATION. UNIVERSITY CENTER
CROSSROADS CAFETERIA:
MONDAY-FRIDAY
Breakfast
7:00 am • 10:00 am
Lunch
11:00 am- 1:30 pm
Dinner
4:30 pm - 6:30 pm
SATURDAY-SUNDAY
Brunch
11:00 em -3:00 pm
Dinner
4:30 pm • 6:30 pm
THE RATHSKELLER:
MONDAY-rRIDAY 11:00 am - V 00 pm
FACULTY DINING ROOM:
MONDAY-FRIDAY 11:00 am • 1:00 pm

Team

AB

FALL JOBS

INTRODUCING

Manpower. Dayton's largest most experienced temporary service, has an urgent need for students to work this
fall and winter.
If you have office or indusrtial
skills we can put you to work! We offer you variety,
free computer training and an opportunity to work in
Dayton's most prestigious visible companies. Gain
valuable experience and make great contacts. For more
information and an appointment, please call:

MANPOWER
TEMPORARY SERVICES
DOWTOWN DAYTON

224-7663

CENTERVILLE

435-3768

SIDNEY

492-3756

BEAVERCREEK TROY (Upper Miami Valtoy) VANDALIA

426 2668

335-5485

YOUR

STUDENT MEDIA

890-4671

.The
Guardiap
NEXUS
Wright State s IK
Literary Magazine \ x ^

Welcome to
f ,r>
Wright Stale. While
you're out here we encourage
you to pick up a copy ol The
Guardian, tune your radio to WWSU
and chock out the latest copy ot
Nexus, published
quarterly Take
advantage ol your
student media For mere
nlomat>cr> step By (Wo
University Center

I
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Injured athletes can now hobble to sports
medicine center on Wright State's campus
By Greg Billing
Sports Editor
Alhlcies who suffer sports-relatcd injuries need go no further
than the Frederick A. White
Health Center on the campus of
Wright State.
The St. Elizabeth Sports Medicine Center will open a satellite
clinic at the White Center beginning Sept. 15.

The clinic exDr. Barry Fisher.
pects to serve
"We will also
Wright State stu" S t . Elizabeth has worked closely with the Wright schedule people
dents. staff and
State men's athletic teams and we've expressed a who live in
residents of the
Bcavcrcrcck and
desire to have a clinic at WSU." —Pat Jayson
surrounding
Xcnia," she said.
communities, in- — — — — —
————
Appointments
e l u d i n g
can be made at the
Bcavcrcrcck and Xcnia.
expressed a desire to have a cl inic satellite clinic by calling 229"St. Elizabeth has worked at Wright State for athletes, staff 6692.
closely with the Wright State and students," said Pat Jayson,
The clinic operates Tuesday's
men's athletic teams and we've who will work at the clinic with from 1-4:30 p.m. and physical

therapy sessions will be arranged
with a local business.
Jayson stressed those aticn<'
ing the clinic at Wright St?
will receive the same cart is
those at St. Elizabeth's
n
branch in Dayton.
"We want to make the
t
known that they will recei-vc i e
same care," Jayson said. "Just
like the main center, this will be
a one-stop shop."

WSU offers many endless hours of free fun
The Department of Intramural
and Recreational Sports offers
many athletic events in which the
staff and faculty of Wright State
can participate.
There is no fee to take part in
the activities, and the following is
a list of events offered during the
fall quarter.
For more information, contact
Ken Knight at 873-2771.

must have at least four females.
Game arc played Monday
through Thursday from 3:45 to 5
p.m. Entry deadline is Friday, Sept.
18.

Touch Football (Sunday
League)
Games are played Sunday afternoons from 1-5 p.m. Teams arc
eight players of any sex per team.
Games arc officiated by the
Touch Football
players and win/loss records are
Separate leagues for men, recorded. Entry dcadli nc is Friday,
women and co-rec teams. Eight Sept 25.
Indoor Soccer
players per team. Co-rec teams

Its as
easy
as

Co-rec teams play games Monday nights from 7-10 p.m. Seven
players per team and the goalie
must be a male. Two nerf socccr
balls arc in play at all times.
Eight teams only will be
acccptcd.Entry deadline is Friday
Sept. 25.
Co-Rec Triples Volleyball
Teams consist of three players
and play Thursday nights from 710 p.m. At least one male and one
female must be on the court at all
times.
Teams officiate own games

using USVBA rulcs.Entry Deadline is Friday, Sept. 18.

Separate competitions for men
and women, with each person
shooting 3-pointshots for twominTennis Singles
utcs.
A separate single-elimination
Contestants must rebound own
tournament for men and women shots and highest point total deterwill be held. Pairings will be mailed mines the winncr.Competition
to the partic ipants and matches will dates will be announced later.
be arranged by calling the opponent.
Basketball Free Throw
Scores should be reported to
Separate competitions for men
the equipment room and the loser and women with each person shootis climinatcd.Entry deadline: Fri- ing 35 free throws.
day, Sept. 18.
The number of shots made determines the winncr.Competition
Basketball Hot Shot
dates will be announced later.

WELCOME BACK STUDENTS
12 Pack AftW Products Only
$2.69
4058
COL. GLENN HWY.
1/2 BLOCK WEST OF HARDEES
Expires 12/31/92

BEER AND
WINE AT STATE MINIMUM
1993 BSN STUDENTS

You wake up on
election day

You go to your
polling center

This election
day make your
voice knownvote.

&

Enter the Air Force
immediately after graduation — without waiting for the
results of your State Boards. You
can earn great benefits as an Air
Force nurse officer. And if selected
during your senior year, you may
qualify for a five-month internship
at a major Air Force medical facility. To apply, you'll n T l an overall
2.50 GPA. Serve your country
while you serve your career.
USAF HEALTH PROFESSIONS
COllECT
( 5 1 3 ) *26-2116

^ , i

•pencr

,,

JOSTENS
September 14-15-16
10:00 until 3:00
WSU Bookstore

I

EVERYDAY

EVERYDAY

EVERYDAY

EVERYDAY

SUPER BREAM
BACKPACK

COLLEGE LOGO T-SHIRT

Rugged 100% cotton compacted
heavyweight |ersey with quality tapped
shoulders ft double-needle •
hems *1010984

The campus carryall' Durable, water-resistant
Cordura nylon. Has large zlppered Iron!
pocket and "Key-Per" key holder 11010956

{Deed

COLLEGE IMPRINT PLANNER

weekly planner August 1995-Jul*
1993 One week per t w o page spread
Available n black, blue or red »1011046

EVERYDAY

EVERYDAY

FIVE-STAR
FIRST GEAR ZIPPERED BINDER
3-ring binder with tough nylon case and
Dockets lor papers, calculator. pens ft more
Choose black, blue, red or teal. *101166?

EVERYDAY

EVERYDAY
v

COLLEGE LOGO SWEATSHIRT

Heavyweight 5 0 * cottorVSO* polyester
Heece features quality construction detailing
m d generous athletic cut. <1010981

CAMBRIDGE
IMPRINT
PADFOLIO

Vinyl 8 / 1 x 1 1 " pad holder with pen holding
loop Available in black or burgundy
•1010964

*«sny

COLLEGE LOGO

A M P A D PRODUCTS

WIREBOUND NOTEBOOK 2-POCKET PORTFOLIO

Ooc subjcct 11 * 8%" notebook with pocket.

Attention y a b b i n q laminated paper portfolios
blue, reo or green. >1010955.

EVERYDAY

EVERYDAY

uniden
CT 355 CORDLESS TELEPHONE
3ct Clear, corOedphone sound cjuality
features 10-number and Auto T
automatically switch t o talk mode when
handset Is removed from cradle. *3002731

ORIOLE #2 LEAD PENCILS

Break-resistant commercial B-grade lead and
quality pink eraser. Six dozen <1009343

EVERYDAY

EVERYDAY

EVERYDAY

rcLaif

EVERYDAY

"SULLIVAN
'he cool way t o carry your lunch and a cold
(Jrtnkl Super-mutated polythylene t o keep
" cool and even cooler with Ice Keeps
f o o d warm too. Collapses flat for easy
storage. Choose zebra-stripe-11011614 or
assorted d e s i g n s - a i d 1615.

• M a s t e r Lock

COMBINATION LOCK

Tops for school lockers' Stainless steel
with hardened steel shackle. *5001915

Functional furniture w i t h colonial oak
laminate finish. Includes hutch, pull-out

fetter-size He end box drawers, sturdy
out keyboard shelf. CPU shelf and raised
monitor platform. « ' / J i * S9'/.w « 23'/.d"
<5001562

EVERYDAY

|

I «P «#

EXEC 386*25 "
COMPUTER
•386SX, 25MHz.
•2MB standard RAM
•85M8 hard drive
•Dual flocoy drives
*4503069

*14* VGA Color Monitor
-Keyboard
'MS-DOS
«PfS first Choice

f* NX-1001
sm MULTI-FONT PRINTER

The Ideal feature-packed 9-pin dot-matrix printer for
small businesses! Has IWe resident fonts, 10 sizes and
eight enhancements. *4501874.

PRINTER CABLE

Advanced 9600-bps fan and
compatible 2400-bps modem lets you send
and receive faxes from any G3 fax device f o r
and compatible computers. (4502459

%< 9 A A 9 9

SPINNAKER h
PFS:WRITE PC SOFTWARE

BOS w o r d processor with what-you-see-is
«hat-you-get (WVSfWVG) display & scalable
lonts. Plus spelling/grammar checker and
thesaurus, d i p art ft mail merger. *4502681

EVERYDAY

EVERYDAY

If/fUNSERIBRB

486SX/25 COMPUTER

•80486SX, 2 5 M H Z B H
•4MB standard RAM
• 100MB hard drive
•Dual floppy drives
•14" .28mm SVGA color „onitor
•Keyboard ft Mouse
•MS-DOS 5.0
•Microsoft Windows
•Microsoft Works for Windows
•4503091.

PES?

Six-foot parallel printer cable *4501838

13) 438-7840

2496if 9600-BPS
INTERNAL FAX/MODEM
M-CLASS PERFORMANCE
AT A SUPER LOW PRICE1
EVERYDAY

PRINTING CALCULATOR

Heavy-duty calculator features high-speed
Don printi
printing v• i t n t
Black and red riboon
separation Extra large » bright i s - a w t
display. AC powerr « 0 0 2 3 1 9

EVERYDAY

CuMnrratPrnmatALVsr:
BIZMART DELIVERS
386SX/2SMHz.
y o u GET A l l
PERFORMANCE.
THIS FOR ONLY
PRINTER b CABLE «. ^
M H
O?
ALLATONE
T
C

LOW PRICE!

^8500PD
H RPROFESSIONAL
OYALI

COMPUTER WORKCENTER

COLLAPSIBLE LUNCH BAG

writer

SOUNDBLASTER CARD

Add amazing sound capabilities to your PC
features 1' -voice f M music (AdLib
•oatible). digitized voice input (DMA)
joystic* port and microphone amplifier ft
Mck. MIDI interface *4501925

QUE SOFTWARE
RIGHTWRITER* PC SOFTWARE

The best way t o improve vour wnting 1
Proofreads documents for thousands of
errors in grammar, style, w o r d usage and
punctuation Works within several popuia*
—— 1 processing programs *4502 / 61

H'i'l is SCHOOISMAKT

10,000 PRODUCTS, 7 DMA WEEK

R T O R F HOURS
HOURS
STORE

N I X T DAT D I L I V i a V
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ISIJ!

Mon-Fri 8 00 A M 9 0 0 P M
Sat. 9:00 A M - 9 00 P M
Sun. 12 0 0 P M 6 0 0 P M
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Freshmen maturity needed for Wright
State Raiders volleyball team to net wins
players, especially since they
haven't had the distractions. Right.
O u r freshmen have to
Not really.
Last season Wright State vol"Last year I was kind of thi own mature very quickly for us to
leyball coach Steve Oppcrman was into the spot. 1 took over the team
tossed into the college coaching two days before preseason started do well."
—Steve Opperman
ranks after the previous head coach and three weeks before the season
quit just weeks before the regular began," Opperman said. "1 changed
our whole type of offense so it was
Opperman responded with a 22- kind of difficult. The kids had to is the seniors have to take control."
17recordoverall and a 4-2 mark in adjust to me being the head coach he said. "They've been around, they
the North Star Conference — and I think it hampered our pre- know how things go and they've
WSU'sfinalyear in the NSC — season a little bit. I wasn't able to got to step forward."
Just two seniors appear on the
finishing second after the give the kids as much attention as
Raiders' roster — setter Joani
postseason tournament.
I'd like to."
No* bad for a team without a
Opperman corrected that prob- Kirby and middle hitter Joylynn
coach three weeks before its first lem this year, but with just three Mosier.
are
three-year
game.
returning starters on the 1992 team, Both
The second year is supposed to be still has his work cut out for him. let'erwinners and Mosier is attempting
to
step
forward
for the
be easier for Opperman and his
"I think the big thingrightnow
By GREG BILLING
Sports Editor

"You Don't
Have To Live
The Dorm
Life Just Because
You're A Student

VkV'
The
Guardian
is accepting
applications
for the position of

Assistant
News Editors
Two positions are
currently open.
Duties includc
assisting the News
Editor in assigning,
writing, and editing
news stories.
Journalism
background
helpful. For more
information or to
fill out an
application stop
by 046
University Center.

Guardian
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Raiders despite a bad hip.
"She goes through this every
year and it's hurting her more this
year." Opperman said. "Joylynn L<
a very important pqrt of our tea'
and when she's not in practice gi
ting her swings in and getting a fe
for everyone else on the court,
kind of takes away from the team.
You expect the seniors to contributerightaway. The seniors can't
make mistakes."
The freshmen, according to
Opperman, receive a short grace
period where mistakes are expected
to be made.
"1 don't want to say we can't
expect a lot out of them. 1 think
we'll have a pretty nice season,"
Opperman said. "It just depends on

L «• .i ifie freshmen mature. I'm
going to use that as a crutch or
.xcuse because we have the talent
on the team to be able to adapt."
Part of that talent will come
from sophomore Jenny Moore at
middle hitter. Moore will be looked
upon to carry the Raiders throughout the season and Opperman is
convinced she can handle the pressure if she stays injury free.
"It seems like every time you
turn around something is bothering her. Her knees arereallybothering her right now," he said. "She's
coming back. For the most part, I
have myfingerscrossed. We can't
•a* "Volleyball" continued on
next page

1992-93 MAIN CAMPUS
PARKING REVISIONS
Effective at the beginning of the fall quarter, the
University has implemented a revised parking
system. All students enrolled on the main campus
will be assessed a $5 per quarter general parking
and transportation fee. The monies will be used to
support an enhanced shuttle bus system and
undertake a program of continuing improvement to
the parking lots.

GENERAL UNZ0NED LOTS
General unzoned parking is located in the West-lot
4, PE-lot 1 and F.A. White-lot 16. Additional general
unzoned parking is available in the K-lot 19 and
Nutter Center lots 7 and 8.

APARTMENTS

RAIDER SHUTTLE SERVICE

Luxury Living at an
Affordable Price!

Route N leaves from the front of Rike Hall and
travels south on University Boulevard and follows
Colonel Glenn Highway to the Nutter Center. The
bus returns by the same route and operates from
approximately 6:45am until 3pm.

•Move In Today! Immediate Move In With Limited
Availability.
• Within 20-25 Minute* Of Wright State And U.D.
C imp uses.
• Enjoy Your Clubhouse. St tidy Center ft Fitness Center.
• Golf Driving Range.
• Lakeside Pool ft Sun Deck.
• Sanded VoUeyball Court.
• Base Price Starting At Only 399.00

AN ATMOSPHERE CONDUCIVE TO
SUCCESS...
Join Us!

859-7478

8 5 0 0 Tree Top Court
1-75 t o 7 2 5 & West
1 Block t o
Byers Rd.
T h e n South 1 mile

Route K departs from the back of Millett Hall and
follows University Boulevard to the K-lot 19. The
bus returns the same route and operates from
approximately 6:45am until 3pm.
Route L operates from approximately 3pm until
11:30pm and encompasses a clockwise route from
Rike Hall, to Millett Hall, to the K-lot 19, to the
Nutter Center returning to Rike Hall via Colonel
Glenn Highway.
Raider shuttle schedules are available at the Office
of Parking Services and on the shuttle busses.

I
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afford to have anyone injured.
"She is going to be a very nice
player by the time she is a senior. I
tell people, if she is not an AllAmerican by the time she is a senior, I think I have done something
wrong with coaching her. She is a
very good athlete and leams the
game at a very quick pace."
Moore'sexperienceon the court
might rub off on the five freshmen
early, giving the Raiders an added
punch in its lineup.
Wright State is also looking for
leadership from junior Sharon
Wenert, an outside hitter, to be
competitive.
"When our passing game is on,
1firmlybelieve we can play with
anyone," Opperman said. "That
was evident last weekend. When
we pass well everything else clicks,
but when our passing is not there

Sept.

the rest of our game kind of falls
apart."
Those five freshmen — Laura
Parker, Britt Poderys, Jennifer
Bringman, Jenny Beaudet and
Kristen Broscheid—are needed to
help keep Wright State together.
"Our freshmen have to mature
very quickly for us to do well."
Opperman said. "We found out
last weekend we need to play better
in order to win."
Opperman has seen optimistic
performancesfromseveral fresh
men,, particularly Bringman
Broscheid and Poderys.
"When Jenny Bringman is pass
ing well the rest of her game is on
Kristen Broscheid came on and
played well when we needed her
Britt Poderys came in and did a
really nice job," Opperman said. "I
think the big thing is the freshmen
have to get over their nerves. Even

SPRING
BREAK CASH
STUDENTS
Earn extra cash
by donating
your urgently needed plasma at

11

at Kansas Invitational
Chicago State

riding to Indianapolis, the freshCentral Florida
12
at Kansas Invitational
men were tense. They weren't their Sept.
Marshall
typical selves. Once we get past
Kansas
that stage I think everything will be Sept.
17
EASTERN ILLINOIS"
18
at Cleveland State*
all right. I think Britt at backup Sept.
Sept.
19
at Youngstown State*
setter has a chance to crack the Sept.
25
N O R T H E R N ILLINOIS*
starting I incup. I think she just needs Sept.
26
WESTERN ILLINOIS*
Oct.
2
at Illinois-Chicago*
confidence."
3
at Valparaiso*
Something that is valuable in Oct.
Oct.
9
WISCONSIN-GREEN BAY*
the pursuit of the Mid-Continent Oct.
10
WISCONSIN-MILWAUKEE
Oct.
at Cincinnati
13
Conference crown.
Oct
16
at Western Illinois*
"I look for Northern Illinois to Oct.
17
at Northern Illinois*
be the strong team again this year. Oct.
23
YOUNGSTOWN STATE*
24
CI.EVELAND STATE*
They returned all their starters and Oct.
30
at Wisconsin-Milwaukee
players from last year, so it's kind Oct.
Oct.
31
at Wisconsin-Green Bay*
of silly to not have them as the Nov.
10
O H I O UNIVERSITY
13
VALPARALS0*
preseason favorite," Opperman Nov.
Nov.
14
ILLINOIS-CHICAGO*
said.' Jut you never know from Nov.
17
at Dayton
year to year how one team may get Nov.
20
at Eastern Illinois Invitational
Eastern Illinois
better or one player may make a
21
at Eastern Illinois Invitational
team better. It's harder to repeat Nov.
Missouri
because everyone is gunning for
Eastern Michigan
that team. I think we are one of the 'Indicates Mid-Continent Conference contest
Home matches in bold type.
top four teams in the conference."

RT 4

.A

THE FUN
AND
ADVENTURE
PLACE

613
E. Fifth St.,
Dayton

Shots
WEDNESDAY

You can Mm up to $15(Vmontti or more!
W a a/a able to accomodtfa your organiratlcM rtaacfe to aam »*>u&«nd»momi-,!
NEW DONORS:
5 Drrws wittim 21 days $20. $20, $15. $15. $25
REGULAR DONORS:
110-149 lbs. . $ 1 5
150-174 l b s . - $ 1 6
175 lbs. Of more . $17

Up to $150 p s f i t u M n t
x 21 Stw4»"!s
S3151

8 pm
1 pm
4 pm

By G R E G B I L L I N G
Sports Editor

Mon-Thu*. 630 am. - 830 pm,
Frf. 630 am. - 6:00 pjn.

165 E. Helena St
Dayton. Ohio
RTA But 22
.Onaqu^M.
Proof ol Ag#

7 pm
7:30 pm
2 pm
7 pm
7 pm
8:30 pm
8 pm
7 pm
7 pm
7:30 pm
8 pm
8 pm
7 pm
7 pm
8 pm
8 pm
7 pm
7 pm
7 pm
7 pm

Bowling

"Paopte Helping Poopta"

Sat * Sun. 6.00 i m . - 3-00 p.m.
CAU. TOR INFO: 224-1973

11 am
6:30 pn

SEE EM' JIGGLE recruitment
FEEL EM' WIGGLE striking out
ON YOUR TONGUE

£> plasma alliance

•
231'
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1992 Schedule

Volleyball"
n page 26
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WELCOME BACK
WSU STUDENTS!

The Wright State women's
bowling team has no women competitors to spare, so the team is
recruiting bowlers for the upcoming season.
There are currently four women
on the team butfiveare needed to
compete in tournaments, beginning
in October.
"We are looking for people who
have an interest in bowling and
who can attend club meetings and
functions," said bowling coach
Andy Parker. "We'll take as many
as possible."
Both the men's and women's
teams will compete in tournaments
around the country, including stops
in St. Louis, Atlantic City and the
nationals in Las Vegas. The team
also plans to visit five Ohio cities
and one each in Michigan and New
Jersey.
"We try to get bowlers who are
better than average, but we don't
limit it to that when talking about a
club sport," Parker said. "We have
13 members and we are trying to
keep it growing."
He said benefits of joining the
team include free instruction and
free practice.
For more infoimation, contact
Parker at (513) 298-7411. Parker is
also holding an organizational
meeting Sept. 22 at Caprice Lanes
in Dayton at 5 p.m.

I
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Cleveland Cavs mix it up with
Charlotte Hornets at Nutter Center
The Cleveland Cavaliers and residents can call (513)749-4949.
the Charlotte Hornets will clash Columbus residents should call
Oct. 15astheNationalBasketball (614)431-3600.
A third way to obtain tickets is
Association invades the Ervin J.
also available.
Nutter Center.
Self-stamped, self-addressed
Tickets for the game are on
sale now and can be purchased in envelopes with check or money
person at the Nutter Center Box orders payable to Wright State
Office or at TicketMaster University can be mailed to the
locations. A handling fee will be NutterCenter BoxOffice. Wright
charged at the TicketMastcr State University, Dayton, OH
locations, while the Box Office is 45435.
An additional $2.50 handling
cash only.
Tickef.can also be charged fee should be added per order.
The prices for tickets are
by phone Monday through Friday
from 9 a.m. to 9 p.m., Saturdays $22.50, $15.50 and $9.
from 9 am. to 7 p.m. or Sunday' s College and high school
students with valid ID can get a
from 10 a.m. to 6 p.m.
ThoseinDaytoncancall (513) $4 discount on $15.50 and $9
228-2323, while Cincinnati tickets at the Box Office only.

Sports

Tune in for football wsu
action with WWSU women's
High School Football Game of the Week—7 p.m. to 10:30
p.m.
Brookville at Bellbrook (Sept. 18)
Xenia at Beavercreek (Sept. 25)
Dunbar at Chaminade Julienne (Oct. 2)
Wayne at Centerville (Oct. 9)
Carlisle at Bellbrook (Oct. 16)
Springfield South at Wayne (Oct. 23)
Centerville at Fairborn (Oct. 30)
Miamisburg at Carroll (Nov. 6)
College Football Saturday — 7:30-8 p.m. with hourly
updates from 1-7 p.m.
NFL Tonight — Sunday's from 8-9 p.m.
Satut Jay Morning Sports Rap — 10 a.m. to Noon

tennis
tr oats

Anyone interested in trying
for the Wright State
Den's tennis team should
.M. w up at the tennis courts
located next to West Lot on
the WSU campus Sept. 9 at 4
p.m. or call coach Charlie
Painter at 873-2771.
Those interested must also
get a mandatory physical Sept
15 in the Nutter Center's
trailing room at 7 p.m.

Wright State University

gA

® VfEUCOHE WE*
The Guardian is accepting
applications for the
position of

Sentember 12-18,1992
September
12-18. 1992

x

. ,o

Assistant
Sports Editor
One position is currently open.
Duties include assisting the Sports
Editor in assigning, writing, and
editing sports stories. Journalism
background helpful, but not
necessary. For more information or
to fill out an application stop by
046 University Center.

Guardian
Get vour experience
setbre vou graduate'

f

Fall F e s t
Friday, September 1 8
F* ooci
Fun

Friday!
Wear Your
D u n k Booth
r wriglitStateT.Shirl >
Information Booths !
and Receive a
•
• Free-Medium Softdritik •
Vendors
•
at all Marriott
/
\
Food Service # #
Prizes
Locations
•

C a m p u s Dance

—

Auxiliary Gym (PE Building)
10 p.m. - 1 a.m.
FREE SOFT
DRINK 11 am

THE ADVENTURE
BEGINS?
'V.

I
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Dayton Bombers ready to put opponents on ice
The Dayton Bombersreturnto
the ice for regular-season action
Oct. 17 at Johnstown, marking the
team's second season in the East
Coast Hockey League.
The Bombers are affiliated with
the Minnesota North Stars and the
St. Louis Blues of the National
Hockey League, and are also affiliated with two International Hockey
League teams.
Dayton shares a working relationship with the Kalamazoo Wings
and the Peoria Rivermen.
Both teams are triple-A franchises.
Once again the Bombers home
ice will be at Hara Arena. The
arena—located on Shiloh Springs
Road — can seat 5,543 and contains over 4,000 parking spaces.
Bombers games will once again
.•* broadcast on WVUD Lite 100
FM

Student Season Tickets:
$128 with free parking pass
(student with identification,
senior, military, child only)
Adult Season T i c k e r
$192 for blue seats or $2 ' .
gold seats
Reserved price.* >r individual games: $1! 1P), $9
(Gold). $7 (Blue) a S5 Blue
(for student with
military, child only)

photo by M f j i

.

„

The Bombers hould provide area hockey fans with fast-paced excitement again in 1992.

St. Elizabeth Sports Medicine
Center Kicks Off At Wright State
On September 15.
Tuesday Sports Injury Clinic 1.•00-4:30 p.m. in the Frederick A. White Health Center.
Call 229-6692 for an appointment to the campus clinic.

ST. ELIZABETH MEDICAL CENTER
State-of-the-Heart Technology

PerfectTen Packages: (includes 10 games): Gold reserved $80, Blue reserved $60,
Blue reserved discount seats
$40(senior, child, military, student)
For more information on
tickets, call (513) 277-3765

Bombers 1992-93
home schedule
Oct.
24
TOLEDO
Qgj|!
Oct.
28
WHEELING
Oct.
31
ERIE
Nov.
4
BIRMINGHAM
Nov.
6
NASHVILLE
Nov.
13
KNOXVILLE
Nov.
14
KNOXVILLE
Nov.
17
TOLEDO
Nov.
28
TOLEDO
Dec.
2
GREENSBORO
Dec.
4
BIRMINGHAM
Dec.
5
GOLUMBUS
Dec.
9
RICHMOND
Dec.
18
COLUMBUS
Dec.
19
LOUISVILLE
Dec.
26
NASHVILLE
Dec.
27
KNOXVILLE
Dec.
30
ERIE
Jan.
2
COLUMBUS
Jan.
3
LOUISVILLE
Jan.
6
BIRMINGHAM
Jan.
12
RALEIGH
Jan.
24
ERIE
Feb.
5
TOLEDO
Feb.
13
NASHVILLE
Feb.
17
JOHNSTOWN
Feb.
19
TOLEDO
Feb.
20
ROANOKE VALLEY
Feb.
24
HAMPTON ROADS
Feb.
26
COLUMBUS
Feb.
27
LOUISVILLE
Mar.
6
ERIE
*Home games only
All home games are 7:30 starts

I
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Classifieds
CLASSIFIEDS

AUTOMOTIVE

HELP WANTED

1988 Toyota Teroal. 2-door, manual
traromtsjkxi. A/C. pt>4». blue. 70.000
m l * » . stereo wltti tape deck. S44S0. C a l

T h e City ol
Beavercreek Is seeking applicants tor the
part-time position ot Cable Production
Assistant. The work I n v o k e s entry-level
technical responsUMes tor the City s cable
programming u n » ( B A C 11). Hours ot work
are variable, Indudkig shifts of one l o live
hours during morning, afternoon and
evening. Applications are available at City
H a l . reception window. 1368 Research
Park Dr.. Beavercreek 427-5511.

EVENTS
Image Co-op exhibit « Books A Co.
throughout the month ot S e p t e n t w r
Featufng Images by Tony ClartarieMo,
ScoB Cooper, and David Hwang O p e n
reception Sunday, Sept. 13 f r o m 4:00 t o
5:30. P t e e e e c o m e .

GENERAL
WEDDING DRESS: Must see! G o o d

s i t * 12. Paid $350, v f f sacrifice at $200.
C a l 253-1182 eve., or 376-2911 ext. 735
days. A s k for Jan.

FINANCIAL AID A V A I L A B L E ! Attention
Students! Over $S B i l l i o n In grants and
scholarships are now avalable lor c o l e g e
studerts nationwide. Ail Students are
E l g U a ! Let u s he|> you locale the money
you are eUgfcle to recede. Applications
now being accepted. For your financial aid
program c a l (206) 632-0920 ext F5570.
A L A S K A SUMMER EMPLOYMENT fisheries. Earn $5,000«/month. Free
transportation! R o o m 4 Board! Over 8,000
openings. Male or Female. For
errpioymert program c a l 1-206-545-4155
ext. A5570.
C H I D C A R E needed, my home, 7:30am •
4:30pm. Monday - Friday, references
required, salary. 433-7090.

HIRING NOW! HIRING N O W !
T E L E P H O N E INTERVIEWERS No
sales. No experience. For National
research firm. Part-time evenings and
weekends. Interviewers, data entry
and supervisors needed. Weekly
training Across from Wris^rt State.
427-9375.
G R E E K S * C L U B S RAISE A C O O L
SI.OOO.OO In lust one week! Pius
$1,000 lor the member who cans! And
a free heaflfc>hone radio |ust tor c a l l n g
1-800-932-0528. Ext. 65.
W A N T E D : 'Coppettone Spring Break
Trfc" student representative to promote
trips lo Cancun. Nassau, South Padre
Island, Jamaica, Daytona and Orlando.
Best program available
ANYWHERE...earn cash, tree trips,
plus more. You handle sales, we w l l
handte bookkeeping. C a l lor more
Information 1-800-222-4432 (9:00 a m 5:00 pm).

PERSONALS
W S U grad. wti«e male -eeks colege
girts 18-25 for tun. romance, dating or
relationship. Send photo I possfcte
along w l h address & phone n u i r b e r to
P.O. Box 750322 Dayton, O H 45475-

Stand up comedian and W S U graduate
Chris Speyrer performs at Wiley's In the
Oregon District the week of Sept. 9-13. All
W S U students, faculty, graduates, and
drop outs are Invited. Free admission on
Sunday. C a l 224-JOKE lor reservations.

WSUr
W S U roommates to share 4-bedroom
house In F a k b o m . Air conditioning,
washer & dryer. Close to WSU. S225
plus unities Phone (419)433-2023.
I need a place to Ifcre by Nov. Around
$170 per month. Senior, non-smoker, no
gender preference. C a l Steve at the
Guardian office 873-2505.

RENT/ HOME
AMY APARTMENTS. VILLAGES O F
RIVERSIDE • Adjacent to Area B. WPAFB.
4.8 Ml. l o W S U . 1 Bdrm dta. ww carpel. A !
C, 600 sq. ft : ample, lighted parting: quiet,
secure area «11 & 123 RTA b u s out front
U N F U R N I S H E D - $280 - 350 /mo.
House l o share. 5 miles trom W S U , private
room. $230.00 per month. Includes a<
u t l l l e s , Chris 253-81S8.

SERVICES

J

Make t h e m o s t o f y o u r degree
Resume consultallorVwrtting, n
cover letters, SF 171's. Three
listing on National Resume Bar.
P A R W member. 42?

The Guardian
Classifieds

Male roommate needed to share large,
furnished 3-bedroom house. Ten minute
drive t r o m W S U . $225.00 per month
(Includes u t l l l e s . etc) Phone 223-6982
Female/Male non-smoking roommate
needed tor fall quarter to share house East
Dayton. 10 m l e s to W S U . $200 Includes
u t l l l e s . 2S4-0752.
Falrbom. u r t u r n l s h e d apartment, d e a n ,
large. 2-bedroom, no lease, utility room. air.
w/d hookup, applances, carpet, 3 mins. to
W S U . $400 plus d e p o s l , utIMIes. 8784585.

Call 873-2507 or stop
by The Guardian
Offices, 046 University
Center for more
information

The Macintosh
3/40 w/out
keyboard &
monitor
w/out monitor

—•
Apple Macintosh PowerBoolf 145 4/40

Apple Macintosh Classic* II

jgg
Apple Macintosh LCII

WsszwS,
Apple Macintosh ilsi

Get over '400 worth of preloaded software when you buy one of theaid like this is only available through October 15,1992 - and only at
Apple* Macintosh® computers shown above at our best prices ever. your authorized Apple campus reseller.
And if you are interested in financing options, be sure to ask for
details about the Apple Computer Loan. But hurry, because student
For all of your computer needs visit
IHH^M
University Computing Services, 130 Library Annex or call 873-4001
GRAMMAR
ldir A
For student, faculty, or staff purchases, contact Graham MicroAge
Frank Parenteau or Sallie Burns 513/228-0492
, ,
•Apple Financing Available
Come to the MacFest in the tent in the Quad September 1610:00am - 3:00pm
V 1992 Apple Omputtr. I«* Apple the Apple
and Mat muish are f a c i a l indenums Apple Computer. Inc Chwic * a ir»«ercd trademark kerned to Apple Computer. Inc. Pl*erBook » a trademark <4 Apple Computer. toe TV Random HOUK fooriupedia is a trademark
'i KandrrfD House IJK Ameman Hentagc Ektuonx
Beiimmc TVsaurus. awl G«rmText* desrfc><*d by Houghton Mifflin Company, publisher of The American Hentaffc Dictionary and Rojtet > H TV New Tboaurus CarrecToi undething technology dorkiped In
l^ngia^e Svveim. Ir* Calendar Creau* ts a trademark ti h iwer I p Vrftwart C o n a t i o n ResumeWriter is a track-mark of Bnntwarc Software Oimpmr. <rx Ml product names are the trademark of their rcspcaiw hnkJerv Offer Rood on the Macintosh hiwrrBook 145 t »0 cunfi«ir»tK*i
»n!\ Ml<(ualinint(c< jmputcrs (i*ne prekoded with software anddettn*W \er\#ms d irtsm* tarns lAsks ami jmnictf mamak arc not rnt ludevl in this offer
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COMICS & GAMES

* CROSSWORD PUZZLE *
ACRO S S
1 Trades
requiring
manual
skill
7 Silent star
14 Type Of
cigar
15 Good guy's
girl
16 Person
held as
security
1? Fragrant
smoke
18 Onassis.
tamiliarly
19 Malay
strait
21 Deity
22 Constructed
24 Book of
the Bible
27 Reduce
gradually
28
on a
match..."

33 Sense
organs
35 Performing
mammal
36 Sugglshness
39 Imperturbable poise
43 Philately
item
44 Boring
46 Capital of
Samoa
47 Touches
tenderly
48 "A — clock
scholar"
49 Monetary
unit
50 — Baba
51 Sows obsequiously
54 Wheel track
55 Cote d' Azur
57 Gratify
59 Theatrical
settings
60 Made into
law
61 Early
ascetics
Sfttvcav inc

62 Connected
succession
DOWN
1 Hymn tune
2 Remainder
3 Finesse
4 Frothy
bubbles
5 Garment for
Ihe forum
6
Dallas"
7 Coop occupants
8 For that
reason
9 Medieval
chest
10 Author of
The Gold
Bug''
11 Tarries
12 Shoe parts
13 Gauge
pointer
14 Winners.
for short
20 Invisible
emanation
23 Regards
highly
25 Defeat
utterly

27
28
30

ON SALE TODAY

CHARL7E

T!U

32
34
36
37

OH SALE I C O J V
<5*u. M I L K t f
UMIT 1 PCR K W l y

38
40
41

^SOil
frnr

PtTASE ooNoT
STRIDOR Kl^

42
43
45
48
51
52
53

alsM

HOT TO SLTtff
IAM/SCTWP

WSl£>&.

56
58

TiUkT"

* 9 2 T'it>urv M«Oia Services. inc
AH Rights R v s e r v w J

I'n.scramble these f o u r n o r d s . one
letter to each s q u a r e . to f o r m
four o r d i n a n nords.
5 IMMIGRATION SERVICE
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A N S W E R S
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THE CD CONNECTION
CONlfTION
WELCOMES

m• • I n

Larry Carlton
MEMORIAL HALL OCT. S

EH3BIZIBI

iff

Sept 9-13
Hilly Hu(son
Oh no. not you BUI
Hysterically hyper dude!

Comedy CaA,
CALL 4 3 3 - L A F F
NOW FOR TICKETS!

Sc[H 16-20
.Ynlhonv Griffin
T h e Tonight Show
Shfowtime. MTV

Sept 21 & 22*

Sept 23-27

Cuplaln K u u d v
The dark side ol comedy

l.oril C a r r c t t
Showtime, The
Comedy Channel

1

V

k
wL»i

C o r n e r s at the Mall

426-1401 293-7555 433-3472
St Rt 725 Between
the Dayton Man S i-7S
Near Toy's R" Us

H3M0d

••oaaH

Sew. 2-6
M a c King
L.A.s U>p touring
comic magician

Tickets available at all CD Connection Stores

Comer o! D e - c r y l
& Woodman
in Kettering

NOH3G
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Now arrange the circled letters to
form the surpnse answer, as suggested by Ihe above cartoon
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J3MSUV

H E W A S ASK EC
TO
LEAVE
THE
COUNTRY BECAUSE
OF THIS.

RIPPINGTONS

4110 Colonel Glenn Hwy
1 Mile West of
Wnght Stale University

J0MSUtf

U3H131
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Lazarus K e t t e r i n g Center |
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POLUCE

n

m y life."

dont want the
likes of you h e r e l ( > ^

WEPOR 1

LiXixj

I n e v e r s a w t h e s e c h i l d r e n b e f o r e in

W e
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Beavercreek

By Carol S h e r m a n
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WRIGHT STATE DINING SERVICES
by Marriott
^ f l O D U C l N G YOUR DINING SERVICE
Flexible Styles For Today's Camp U s
WELCOME BACK

GRAND OPENING
Sunday September 13th, 1992
diskette
4pm -11 pm
$1 Personal Pizzas
Acoustic Guitar
by Kelly McCool

CROSSROADS
11am -6:30pm
See the
UC Carnival
4 sjfcSTICAA/ 0

T C

* °P*£U
express

3pm - 9pm
$1 Personal Pizzas
Meet Gorilla Man

(Construction
Permitting)

DUNKIN'
DONUTS
PANNON
FROZEN \OGVRT

Reminder: Have your dining services cards encoded
at your residence hafl on Saturday. Join the party on
Sunday and bring your friends !!!

I

